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This report summarizes how America’s K-12 education system, taken as a whole, fails our nation and too many of our children. Our system does not distribute opportunity equitably. Our leaders decry but tolerate disparities in student outcomes that are not only unfair, but socially and economically dangerous. Our nation’s stated commitments to academic excellence are often eloquent but, without more, an insufficient response to challenges at home and globally. The data the commission reviewed make clear that officials, administrators and constituents at all levels of government must attack our education failings as a moral and economic imperative.

What steps must we take in the years to come, and toward what ultimate destination? The direction of school reformers over the past 30 years has been guided by the polestar of world-class standards and test-based accountability. Our country’s effort to move in this direction has indeed led to important progress. But it has not been enough. The next stage of our journey will require coordinated reform efforts in all the states, and their 15,000 school districts, together with federal agencies—efforts focused on laying the foundations for far more widespread and equitable opportunities for students throughout the nation. Out of many efforts, one united effort can create the opportunity that should be the birthright of each and every American child.

The commission’s report provides a five-part framework of tightly interrelated recommendations to guide policymaking:

• **Equitable School Finance** systems so that a child’s critical opportunities are not a function of his or her zip code;

• **Teachers, Principals and Curricula** effective enough to provide children with the opportunity to thrive in a changing world;

• **Early Childhood Education** with an academic focus, to narrow the disparities in readiness when kids reach kindergarten;

• **Mitigating Poverty’s Effects** with broad access not only to early childhood education, but also to a range of support services necessary to promote student success and family engagement in school; effective measures to improve outcomes for student groups especially likely to be left behind—including English-language learners, children in Indian country or isolated rural areas, children with special education needs, and those involved in the child welfare or juvenile justice systems; and

• **Accountability and Governance** reforms to make clearer who is responsible for what, attach consequences to performance, and ensure that national commitments to equity and excellence are reflected in results on the ground, not just in speeches during campaigns.

For most of our nation’s history, earnest and knowledgeable Americans have debated how to approach our education system and have called for reforms of every description. We’ve debated what to teach and how to teach; what standards to set; how best to train teachers and the basis on which to judge them; the role of testing, what kind of tests should be required, and how often they should be administered; the effects of tracking, homework and social promotion, and of charter schools and vouchers; how to provide adequate and equitable funding; and the role of the federal government, governors, mayors, superintendents, school boards—and teachers, principals, and parents—in school reform. As the adults fight, the children lose.

This Commission, composed of a diverse group from many different backgrounds, each with his or her own experience, ideas and responsibilities, each representing a perspective in the nation’s ongoing conversation about schools, does not agree on all the myriad issues in those debates. But after listening to scores of educators, scholars and advocates, examining volumes of research reports and other data, and debating fundamental issues for the past two years, we have come to broad agreement on the underlying problems, and on fundamental principles and the policies needed to solve them.

The situation is dire, the agenda urgent. From parent associations to Capitol Hill, from classroom teachers to the White House—there is work to be done and passion to be spent by all of us who appreciate the stakes for our children and for the nation’s future. If we fail in this work, we will forfeit our position of economic and moral leadership. We will risk the future of our people and of America as we know it.
Dear Reader:

The future of the American Dream depends on what we do at this decisive moment.

As an educator of more than 30 years, I know the dream is first ignited in the classroom. Education is the origin of opportunity in our cities and towns, and it is the engine of exceptionalism on the world stage. Now, more than ever before, the attainability of the American dream is imperiled by an opportunity gap in public education—a gap exacerbated by wealth disparities at the local level. Our nation’s global leadership is also threatened by widening disparities between American children and students from other developed nations, as our children and families fall further below the poverty line.

At this decisive moment, the Commission on Equity and Excellence in Education issues this seminal report. It is not a restatement of public education’s struggles, nor is it a mere list of recommendations. Rather, this is a declaration of an urgent national mission: to provide equity and excellence in education in American public schools once and for all. This collective wisdom is a historic blueprint for making the dream of equity, and a world-class education, for each and every American child a reality.

After a year and a half of ground-breaking public dialogue and debate, of study and scrutiny, this report reflects the thinking of the nation’s foremost educational experts, who worked arduously and collaboratively, despite our sometime-disparate ideas about educational reform. It is also inclusive of the input, experiences and ideas of teachers, parents, students, school board members, counselors and principals from across the nation. We present a big and bold new vision on the federal role in education by recommending transformations in school funding structures, implementation of vibrant early education programs, and a commitment to a stronger investment for teacher preparation and retention in the field. This will affect how we assess and address the educational needs of each and every child in America, thereby forging equity for all.

This game-changing report embraces the urgent truth in education reform: that parity is not equity. The report commits to a transformative vision on how local, state and federal governments can, and should, wield power to ensure excellence in education for all of America’s children.

We are at a formative moment in American education, and this report reflects the gravity of the moment. We must all work together tirelessly to make public education thrive in every community in this great nation. By rising to meet this moment, and by guaranteeing that each child is inspired and equipped to succeed, we safeguard America’s founding values and advance our competitiveness, our prosperity and our security. When public education is equitable, the dream of America endures.

Very truly yours,

Mike Honda
Member of Congress
Dear Reader:

The United States confronts a moment of tremendous opportunity and urgency. For the first time in our nation’s history, we are confronted with the very real possibility that we will, through inaction or active disregard, fail to meet a global challenge head-on. For all of the progress our nation has made in expanding educational opportunity and achievement, there are countries far larger than ours that are advancing and improving at rates that surpass ours. If we hope to compete in, let alone win, in the global mind race, we cannot continue to leave so many Americans on the sidelines. American global competitiveness demands the full, active participation of every young person and his or her talents, regardless of location or circumstance of birth.

The statistics are grim, as this report fully represents. While many of our most privileged students remain competitive in some areas, far too many young people who find themselves in communities of concentrated poverty or racial isolation are not in a position to meet this challenge. The peer group of nations with whom we compare ourselves has been out-educating us for years. As McKinsey and Co. found in 2009, if the United States had in recent years closed the gap between its educational achievement levels and those of better-performing nations, U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) in 2008 could have been $1.3 trillion to $2.3 trillion higher. This figure represents 9 to 16 percent of GDP.

More than the traditional competition against our Western European allies, there are emerging nations developing at a whirlwind pace. These countries boast populations far above our meager 300 million, and they are finding more and more ways to expand educational opportunity within their own borders. It is absolutely imperative, if we are to compete with these nations, that we engage every single young person in the pursuit of educational excellence. We can no longer afford to deny any child, let alone entire communities, the opportunity to learn, achieve and compete. What was once a question of justice and fairness is becoming a question of economic survival and success.

Over the course of nearly two years, these commissioners have engaged in the very difficult work of laying out a path for correcting hundreds of years of inequality in opportunity and outcomes for far too many Americans. Their various areas of expertise and diverse backgrounds have led to a robust set of recommendations, as well as an insightful articulation of the challenge before us. I thank all of them, and the leadership of the Department of Education, for their hard work and dedication to this task. In my first conversation about the possibility of this project with President Barack Obama in 2009, I did not imagine so fruitful a process and product. I look forward to working with my colleagues on Capitol Hill, and policymakers around the country, to make equity and excellence a reality for every American child and to strengthen America’s future for generations to come.

Very truly yours,

Chaka Fattah
Member of Congress
Introduction

Education is the key to a strong democracy, economic competitiveness and a world-class standard of living. In recent decades, however, America has lost its place as a global leader in educational attainment in ways that will lead to a decline in living standards for millions of our children and the loss of trillions of dollars of economic growth.

While some young Americans—most of them white and affluent—are getting a truly world-class education, those who attend schools in high poverty neighborhoods are getting an education that more closely approximates school in developing nations. In reading, for example, although U.S. children in low-poverty schools rank at the top of the world, those in our highest-poverty schools are performing on a par with children in the world’s lowest-achieving countries. With the highest poverty rate in the developed world, amplified by the inadequate education received by many children in low-income schools, the United States is threatening its own future.

A recent McKinsey report, for example, concluded that the inequities within the U.S. education system impose an economic impact on the country equivalent to a “permanent national recession.” To achieve the excellence and equity in education on which our future depends, we need a system of American public education that ensures all students have a real and meaningful opportunity to achieve rigorous college- and career-ready standards. A world-class education consists not solely of mastery of core subjects, but also of training in critical thinking and problem-solving, as well as in 21st-century concerns like global awareness and financial literacy. Such high levels of education are key to self-reliance and economic security in a world where education matters more than ever for the success of societies as well as individuals.

But American schools must do more than ensure our future economic prosperity; they must foster the nation’s civic culture and sense of common purpose, and create the unified nation that e pluribus unum celebrates. So much depends on fulfilling this mission: the shared ideals that enable our governmental system to hold together even in the face of fractious political disagreements; the strength of our diversity; the domestic tranquility that our Constitution promises; and the ability to maintain the influence—as example and power—that America has long projected in the world. We neglect those expectations at our peril.

We cannot have a strong democracy without an informed, engaged citizenry. Accordingly, a strong public school system is essential to a strong democracy. Public schools must be strengthened to tackle two uniquely 21st-century challenges. First, although the United States has many first-rate schools, even our top students don’t perform as well as top students in many other countries in mathematics. Second, the schools serving high concentrations of low-income students and students of color are at far higher risk of leaving their students unprepared for work and life in an era of global competition than are their white and middle-class peers. An additional challenge is that reform efforts to date have been poorly targeted.

The truth is that in an era when work can be organized and carried out anywhere on the planet, we have failed to confront the price of these two gaps. There is no doubt that excellence and equity are vital to produce the additional 20 million postsecondary graduates by 2025 necessary to grow a 21st-century economy. Equity is a key strategy needed to shore up the entire nation’s standing in the global economy; we cannot compete successfully with one arm tied behind our back. Any goal of competitiveness and excellence must start with equity or be doomed to fail. Equally important, the weave of America’s social and moral fabric now includes powerful commitments to broad inclusion and universal opportunity. These values are self-evidently fundamental. They are not, however, well served by our education system.

In this introductory section, we pinpoint two problems in our education system. As we do, we reveal a shocking picture of how the situation hurts our children’s lives and, in turn, the nation. Then we outline the five major elements of an equity and excellence agenda that we believe can surmount this challenge.

Finding the Solution to America’s Achievement Gaps

Today, far too many U.S. students—the future labor force—are no longer competitive with students across the developed world. In the OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) rankings for 2009, the United States was 27th in math (not counting states or provinces that were ranked separately from their country). In terms of “advanced” performance on math, 16 countries produced twice as many high-achievers per capita as the United States. Indeed, in mathematics, only one in four of
America’s 52 million K-12 students is performing on par today with the average student in the highest-performing school systems in the world—which are now in Singapore, Hong Kong, Finland, Taiwan and South Korea. If we accept this level of performance, we will find our economy on a low-growth path, because over the past half-century, the economies of countries with higher math and science skills have grown faster than those with lower-skilled populations. We will also erode our country’s ability to deliver on its promise of equal opportunity for all its people.

Imagine what we could achieve if we made American public schools competitive with those of a higher-performing country such as Canada in mathematics (which means scoring approximately 40 points higher on PISA tests) over the next 20 years. As our higher-skill-level students entered the labor force, they would produce a faster-growing economy. How much faster? The potential is stunning. The improvement in our GDP over the next 80 years would exceed a present value of $70 trillion. That’s equivalent to an average 20 percent boost in income for every U.S. worker each year over his or her entire career. This would generate enough revenue to solve the U.S. debt problem that is the object of so much current debate.

While the exact level of U.S. performance as compared to other countries may vary somewhat across international assessments, what remains clear is the nation continues to face a significant problem of inequality. We face this challenge as our public schools undertake to educate an enormously diverse student population in a country with rapidly changing demographics. In 2009, more than 39 percent of our public school students were African American or Hispanic—up from 33 percent just a decade earlier. In 11 states, non-Hispanic white students were already a minority, a trend that is likely to continue as the Hispanic populations in a number of states continue to rise.

Yet when it comes to our country’s ability to close the achievement gap between students from different demographic groups, our record is dismal. In math, the average African American eighth-grader is performing at the 19th percentile of white students. The average Hispanic student is at the 26th percentile. In this age in which skills are dominant in the labor market, we are relegating a large and growing portion of our population to bleak economic futures. Concerns about disparities in income distribution will, with these basic realities, be an ever-present element of the U.S. future. The opposite side of the same coin is the huge loss to the American economy and to our future economic well-being from failing to develop fully the human potential of our population.

Consider, for example, the consequences of addressing the achievement gap between white students, on the one hand, and African American and Hispanic students, on the other. If, on average, African American and Hispanic students performed academically at the level currently achieved by white students, overall student performance for the United States would rise from below the developed-country average to a respectable position ahead, for example, of Australia and Germany. If Hispanic and African American student performance grew to be comparable to white performance and remained there over the next 80 years, the historical evidence indicates that the impact would be staggering—adding some $50 trillion (in present value terms) to our economy. This amount constitutes more than three times the size of our current GDP and represents the income that we forgo by not ensuring equity for all of our students. In fact, simply achieving a 90 percent graduation rate for students of color would add as
much as $6.6 billion in annual earnings to the American economy.19

Our education system, legally desegregated more than a half century ago, is ever more segregated by wealth and income, and often again by race. Ten million students in America’s poorest communities20—and millions more African American, Latino, Asian American, Pacific Islander, American Indian and Alaska Native students who are not poor—are having their lives unjustly and irredeemably blighted by a system that consigns them to the lowest-performing teachers, the most run-down facilities, and academic expectations and opportunities considerably lower than what we expect of other students. These vestiges of segregation, discrimination and inequality are unfinished business for our nation.

Admittedly, many of these disadvantaged students enter school far behind their more advantaged peers. But instead of getting deadly serious about remedying that fact—by making sure such students are in high-quality early childhood and pre-K programs, attend schools staffed with teachers and leaders who have the skills and knowledge to help each student reach high standards, get after-school counseling or tutorial assistance or the eyeglasses they need to see the smart board—the current American system exacerbates the problem by giving these children less of everything that makes a difference in education. As a result, we take the extraordinary diversity—including linguistic backgrounds and familial relationships—that should be our strategic advantage in the international economy and squander it.

Given that low-income students, English-language learners and students of color together form a majority of our young people and the fastest-growing population in the nation—and that America’s future economic and civic vitality depends on their success in an age of global competition—this practice is not only unjust but also unwise.

An Unfinished Reform Agenda

In 1983, A Nation at Risk famously spoke of the “rising tide of mediocrity” that threatened our schools. Nearly 30 years later, the tide has come in—and we’re drowning. Since that landmark report, we’ve had five “education presidents” and dozens of “education governors” who have championed higher standards, innovative schools, better teaching, rigorous curricula, tougher testing and other education reforms. And, to be sure, there has been important progress. Reading and math performance levels in our elementary schools, for example, have improved in recent years, as has mathematics performance in our middle schools.

Except in a few states, however, the incremental steps we have taken have not been enough to keep pace with the dramatic improvement other nations have made in their school systems. Moreover, any honest assessment must acknowledge that our efforts to date to confront the vast gaps in educational outcomes separating different groups of young Americans have yet to include a serious and sustained commitment to ending the appalling inequities—in school funding, in early education, in teacher quality, in resources for teachers and students and in governance—that contribute so mightily to these gaps.

For all of our initiatives and good intentions, our nation has been unable to ensure that each and every American child can attend a quality public school. Instead, both political parties, and all levels of government, have advanced reforms that, while well intentioned, have not risen to the level necessary to address the depth and breadth of the daunting challenges of equity and excellence facing American public education at the beginning of the 21st century.

Students with Disabilities

Some 13 percent of the nation’s elementary and secondary students are receiving special education services.21 Of these students, the largest portions have specific learning disabilities and speech/language disabilities, although the numbers with an autism spectrum disorder have shown the fastest growth over the past decade.

Even though the education of students with special needs has been the focus of federal law and policy for more than four decades, the performance by students receiving special education has unfortunately not been good. Fourth-grade students with disabilities scored at proficient levels of attainment or higher on the 2011 reading and math portions of the National Assessment of Educational Progress at less than half the rates of students without disabilities.22 In addition, students with disabilities have substantially higher dropout and lower graduation rates than students without disabilities.23

Historically, even though legal attention to these students has highlighted issues surrounding the schooling process, students with disabilities frequently have had special problems gaining full access to schools’ general education curriculum; are often placed in separate classrooms for more than 20 percent of the school day;24 are suspended at disproportionately high rates; often lack teachers who are dual-certified in a content area; and do not receive appropriate instructional differentiation aligned with their disabilities.

But there are signs that with recent federally initiated accountability measures, including those brought forth by No Child Left Behind, state and local programs have begun to move from process issues to concerns about educational outcomes. We strongly support an increased emphasis on appropriate instruction and the learning outcomes of students with special needs. We believe that access to high-quality programs, quality teachers and technology should be used in ways that lead to maximizing the potential of this important group of students. Among other measures, these efforts should include improved access to assistive technology, inclusion in regular assessment, instructional and accountability systems, and improved postsecondary transitional supports. Finally, financial support for these students should meet the original federal commitment promised.

Does this seem like hyperbole? Then ask:

• Would a globally competitive country tolerate the fact that some states and districts spend two to three times per pupil more than their poorer counterparts, when higher-performing nations take fiscal equity among schools as a given—and there is agreement across the political spectrum in such nations that poorer students merit extra investment to surmount disadvantage? How can we have an education reform strategy that doesn’t demand
an equitable allocation of resources tied to student needs?

• Would a globally competitive country leave the quality of education to a diffuse system of 100,000 public schools of varying types operated by countless state and local school boards in 15,000 school districts and 50 states, subject to state and local political shifts and economic volatility, when the best-performing systems are organized to do whatever it takes to deliver and sustain equity and excellence across the entire nation?

• Would a country serious about teacher excellence settle for having only 30 percent of its educators coming from the top third of the college pool when the best school systems in the world recruit nearly all of their school talent from the top third of the academic cohort? And how is it that we are alone among advanced countries in assigning our least-prepared teachers to those who most need our best?

• Would a country serious about early childhood preparation accept that only 65 percent of 4-year-olds from the lowest-income backgrounds attend preschool (with many attending low-quality programs), compared with 90 percent from the highest-income backgrounds, when the best-performing school systems make such access universal and view it as critical to national success?

• Would a country serious about economic competitiveness, given how important science is in today’s world, tolerate only about one-third of its eighth-grade students achieving more than mere proficiency in science—with the average student who is African American, Latino, American Indian, Alaska Native or low-income not only failing to reach proficiency, but also falling short of basic achievement—without having a national initiative to address such an enormous 21st-century deficit?

As these comparisons suggest, America has become an outlier nation in the way we fund, govern and administer K-12 schools, and also in terms of performance. No other developed nation has inequities nearly as deep or systemic; no other developed nation has, despite some efforts to the contrary, so thoroughly stacked the odds against so many of its children. Sadly, what feels so very un-American turns out to be distinctly American.

It’s not that America hasn’t increased spending on education over time—it has. By some measures, we spend as much as or even more as a share of our GDP than do other nations, which underscores that the amount of money spent is not the only factor affecting student achievement. Because efficiency is not just a recession strategy, but a recovery and a sustainability strategy, it is critical to spend money strategically on things that work. A look at certain local school districts proves the point: Some districts spend enormous sums with poor results, showing that how much money is spent can be as important as how much is available.

That said, these districts are unusual. The common situation in America is that schools in poor communities spend less per pupil—and often many thousands of dollars less per pupil—than schools in nearby affluent communities, meaning poor schools can’t compete for the best teaching and principal talent in a local labor market and can’t implement the high-end technology and rigorous academic and enrichment programs needed to enhance student performance. This is arguably the most important equity-related variable in American schooling today.

Let's be honest: We are also an outlier in how many of our children are growing up in poverty. Our poverty rate for school-age children—currently more than 22 percent—is twice the OECD average and nearly four times that of leading countries such as Finland. We are also an outlier in how we concentrate those children, isolating them in certain schools—often resource-starved schools—which only magnifies poverty’s impact and makes high achievement that much harder. These bleak statistics highlight the challenges that we face.

It’s also time we asked ourselves if some of the traditional assumptions of American schooling—indeed, even the ways schools are organized—have become barriers in the 21st century to achieving excellence and equity. Indeed, in a high-tech age with an almost limitless array of interactive information systems and electronic devices—many more familiar to children than to the adults who are assigned to instruct them—many American schools are still rooted in outmoded timetables, methods and schedules. Just as top American companies benchmark their operations against global best practices, we ought to be doing the same in education.

Defining and Pursuing an Equity and Excellence Agenda

Fixing our nation's equity and excellence gaps is eminently doable—indeed, the recent formulation of Common Core State Standards (see text box on page 23) provides a unique moment to leverage excellence and equity for all and to build on efforts to foster critical thinking and problem-solving, creativity and innovation, and communication. We have made good progress in recent years on such issues as adopting new standards that could better organize our efforts to enable students to succeed, turning our attention to our lowest-performing schools, and enforcing and complying with federal civil rights laws. But we cannot continue to leave the traditional structure of schools, systems and spending unexamined, and our nation can ill afford to become complacent in light of what it has already achieved. Of course we need consensus on policy goals and measures—the polestar toward which we will struggle together. That struggle, however, must draw strength from an invincible moral and political commitment to each and every child, and his or her future.

What exactly would it take to dramatically speed up school improvement and system redesign to match the accelerating rate of change in the global economy? To honestly and firmly confront the toll taken by concentrated poverty in some of our schools and
by the deep inequities between schools and between students? To finally muster the collective will to ensure that every child in America is prepared to participate fully in our civic and economic life?

In the balance of this report, we lay out the major elements of an agenda that we believe to be equal to the scale of the challenge. It starts, of course, with high standards of learning for all our students and a commitment to do what it takes to get each and every one of them there. All of the high-performing countries make that their central commitment; we should, too.

There are five parts to our action strategy, each critical and each connected to the others—

- First, we begin with a restructuring of the finance systems that underlie every decision about schools, focusing on equitable resources and their cost-effective use.
- Second, we examine the most critical resource of all: quality teachers and school leaders, the supports they need to be effective with all learners and ways to make sure all students have access to high-quality instructional opportunities.
- Third, we explain the importance of starting early—making the case for high-quality early learning for all children, especially for low-income children, who need it most.
- Fourth, there is the matter of providing critical support—including increased parental engagement, access to health and social services, extended instructional time and assistance for at-risk groups—that students in high-poverty communities need to start strong and stay on track.
- And fifth, we lay out the changes in accountability and governance necessary to ensure that, a decade from now, there doesn’t need to be yet another commission appointed to call public attention to the corrosive effects on the nation’s children and our future of the failure to advance equity and excellence in America’s public schools.
I. Improving School Finance and Efficiency

The time has come for bold action by the states—and the federal government—to redesign and reform the funding of our nation’s public schools. Achieving equity and excellence requires sufficient resources that are distributed based on student need, not zip code, and that are efficiently used.

Millions of families from every corner of the United States send their children to public schools every day. Regardless of where they live, whether they are in the middle class or aspiring to join it, these families have a right to expect that these schools will provide their children an opportunity to share in the American dream. But all too often, reality is more complicated, as students, families and communities are burdened by the broken system of education funding in America. With few exceptions, states continue to finance public education through methods that have no demonstrable link to the cost of delivering rigorous academic standards and that can produce high achievement in all students, including but not limited to low-income students, English-language learners, students with disabilities, students in high poverty and students who live in remote schools and districts. Few states have rationally determined the cost of enabling all students to achieve established content and performance standards, including the cost of achieving those standards across diverse student populations and geographic locations. Most states do not properly ensure the efficient use of resources to attain high achievement for all students. A meaningful educational opportunity requires that states make sure all students receive the resources to achieve rigorous academic standards and obtain the skills to compete in the economy and participate capably as citizens in a democratic society.

Accordingly, this commission believes the time has come for bold action by the states—and the federal government—to redesign and reform the funding of our nation’s public schools. The deep inequities in school funding documented by another federal commission more than 40 years ago (see “Property Taxes and School Finance” box below) remain entrenched across our nation’s states and school districts at a time when more than 40 percent of all American public school children are enrolled in districts of concentrated student poverty. (see “School Funding Disparities” box on page 18).

Property Taxes and School Finance

How big a problem is the local property tax basis of school finance in terms of generating fiscal inequity today? In 1972, President Nixon’s Commission on School Finance issued a report titled Schools, People, Money: The Need for Educational Reform that explored the effects of our reliance on property taxes to fund our schools. The report found that many of the problems with education funding equity and adequacy were the direct result of antiquated state school funding formulas, which relied too heavily on local property taxes.

Local sources of revenue, particularly property tax, have traditionally been a large source of funding for schools. Indeed, concerns about the role of local property taxes in creating and furthering school-funding inequities were central to the initial involvement of the courts in these matters. The fundamental concern with this system of school finance is that people living in property-rich districts can fund their public schools more generously, and at lower tax rates, than can residents in lower-income areas. This is not widely understood.

Imagine two towns: Town A has $100,000 in taxable property per pupil; Town B has $300,000. If Town A votes to tax its property at 4 percent, it raises $4,000 per pupil. But Town B can tax itself at 2 percent and raise $6,000 per pupil. Town B’s tax rate is half as high as Town A’s, but its public schools enjoy 50 percent more resources per student.

State experiences with school finance reform have shown that property-rich communities are not always exclusively home to rich families and students; communities with high home values, for example, may also be home to a large percentage of low-income students, and vice versa. Across different states and regions, the relationship between large property bases (which include commercial, industrial and natural resource producers in addition to residential property) and the income and wealth of the residents varies widely.

In 14 states, property taxes (and other local sources) still represent more than 50 percent of total school funding. Indeed, in Illinois and Nevada, 60 percent of education funding still comes from local sources. On the other hand, many states have reduced their reliance on local taxes, have increased the percentage of their educational funding that comes from statewide sources and have sought to use the increased state-level contributions (often as a result of lengthy litigation) to mitigate inequity. In eight states, statewide funding now represents more than 60 percent of total education funding. In New Mexico, for example, 70 percent of such funding comes from statewide sources; in Vermont, more than 85 percent of funding for education comes from statewide sources. Although the link between locally based school finance and per-pupil spending inequities is still a concern for many states and localities, the connection between the two has become increasingly complex. As noted in this report, states should therefore be thoughtful about balancing interests in local control and school funding with the need to address existing and persistent inequities.
There is disagreement about exactly how to change the system, but there is complete agreement that achieving equity and excellence requires sufficient resources that are distributed based on student need and that are efficiently used. The historical record makes clear that simply following the plans and practices of the past will not lead us to the outcomes we clearly need as a nation.

Moreover, the situation has become even more worrisome in recent years. As the nation has worked to escape the distress of the recession of 2008, state fiscal difficulties have been slow to be resolved—leading to pressures to cut the funding for schools. Thus, districts in many states are faced with an imperative to improve their results as their budgets are reduced.

The problems become even more serious in some districts, where overall economic hardships, unemployment, homelessness, lack of food security and inadequate access to health care have deepened for many low-income families and where schools are losing resources. We must make sure that our most vulnerable populations do not bear the brunt of the fiscal problems of the states and recognize that across-the-board cuts and austerity budgets tend to hurt schools serving poor students the most, as they rely heavily on state funds for their survival.

Just as we must eliminate the efforts that have not succeeded, as we put an equity and excellence agenda in place, we must install a dynamic system of continuous improvement. As there are no easy universal solutions to achieving equity and excellence, we must learn from and expand the programs and policies shown to achieve our goals. Such an approach is integral to making sure that the added resources provided to schools generate the academic outcomes we desire.

Providing sufficient resources and ensuring the effective use of resources must be linked. Both are needed to lead us past the disappointments that have accumulated since A Nation at Risk called for a new path some three decades ago.

For all these reasons, Americans should expect their states, U.S. territories and the federal government to follow a more promising path—one that lives up to the country’s worthiest aspirations by getting serious about providing the necessary resources to the schools that need them and ensuring they are used effectively.

Below are the commission’s recommendations. Funding is mentioned throughout this report, but here we focus on a set of principles for necessary changes to the funding systems that fuel our schools.

**Finance and Efficiency: The Role of States and Local Districts**

The commission recommends that all states—

- Identify and publicly report the teaching staff, programs and services needed to provide a meaningful educational opportunity to all students of every race and income level, including English-language learners and students with disabilities, based on evidence of effective education practices. They should also determine and report the actual costs of resources identified as needed to provide all students a meaningful educational opportunity based on the efficient and cost-effective use of resources.
- Adopt and implement a school finance system that will provide equitable and sufficient funding for all students to achieve state content and performance standards. Equitable resources may in some cases mean more than equal investment; as is often the case in other advanced nations, it includes the provision of additional resources to address the academic and other needs of low-income students, students with disabilities and English-language learners, and for districts and schools serving large concentrations of low-income students and those in remote populations.

**School Funding Disparities**

Wide disparities in funding levels among the states ranged from a low of $6,454 per pupil in Utah to $18,167 in New York in 2010. Adjusted for student poverty, regional wage variation, and school district size and density, the difference in 2009 ranged from $7,306 per pupil in Tennessee to $19,520 in Wyoming.

Funding also varies across districts within states. In most states, the highest-spending districts pay about twice as much per pupil as the lowest-spending districts. In some states, like California, the ratio is more than 3-to-1. (Even excluding the top 5 percent of districts, spending ranged from $6,032 to $18,025 per pupil in California in 2009.)

Although recent analyses show disagreement on the extent of the overall gap in spending between poor and more affluent schools, it is clear that students in many high-poverty districts receive less funding than those in low-poverty districts. In Illinois, for example, high-poverty districts typically spend one-third less than low-poverty districts—$8,707 per pupil as compared with $11,312 per pupil—although they serve the greatest concentrations of students with high levels of need.

On top of this, in many districts, there also exists a significant gap between the spending at low-poverty and high-poverty schools, a gap that denies equal and equitable resources for the students most in need. For example, a study by the Department of Education in 2011 found that more than one-third of higher-poverty schools had lower per-pupil personal expenditures than the lower-poverty schools in their districts. A different report found that the gap in average teacher salaries between high-poverty and low-poverty elementary schools was $2,668 in Austin, Texas, and $5,231 in Sacramento, California.

The concentration of poverty in the nation’s public schools is growing. In 2009, almost 40 percent of all American students were enrolled in districts with concentrated poverty. In Texas, where districts serving more low-income students also spend less than those with fewer low-income students, total public school enrollment between 1998–99 and 2008–09 increased by 20 percent, with a big jump in the number of students who are low-income, rising from 48.4 percent to 56.6 percent. In 2008–09, Texas public schools served more than 2 million low-income students.

Observers disagree about the correlation between funding disparities and student achievement, but there is broad agreement about the clear need for additional resources to deliver rigorous academic standards to students living in high-poverty districts. The majority of states do not provide additional funding for students living in high concentrations of poverty.
Periodically review, develop performance evidence and update their finance systems to respond to changes in academic standards, student demographics, program research, costs and other factors relevant to maintaining meaningful educational opportunities and to reaching high levels of achievement for all students.

- Develop systems to ensure districts and schools effectively and efficiently use all education funding to enable students, regardless of the governance structure in their schools or districts, to achieve state content and performance standards and put in place systems of continuous improvement that expand effective programs and policies and eliminate ineffective ones.
- Ensure that funding is equitable and publicly reported for all public schools in the state and district, including charter schools, magnet schools, tribal schools and other distinctive public schools, while taking into account school characteristics such as size, geography, demographics and student need.
- Promote the development of high-quality programs for special-needs students without providing incentives to over-classify students into special education.
- Develop models, reduce barriers and fund systems that use technology to enhance instruction and efficiently deliver high-quality education.
- Develop data and information systems to provide guidance and feedback on the achievement of students relative to their needs and resources.

**Finance and Efficiency: The Federal Role**

Numerous reports and studies have documented the inequities and inadequacies of the states’ public education finance systems. These studies have underscored the fact that the American education system is failing too many of its children and that this failure threatens the nation’s ability to compete and retain leadership in the global economy. These reports have recommended a variety of steps to deal with the inequities, inadequacies and poor outcomes of state education systems and to hold states accountable for higher student achievement. For more than 40 years, federal, state and local governments have implemented various initiatives in an attempt to redress these problems. These initiatives have not addressed the fundamental sources of inequities and so have not generated the educational gains desired. Despite these efforts and proclamations, large achievement gaps remain, and local finance and governance systems continue to allow for, and in many ways encourage, inequitable and inadequate funding systems and inefficient and ineffective resource utilization.

- Periodically review, develop performance evidence and update their finance systems to respond to changes in academic standards, student demographics, program research, costs and other factors relevant to maintaining meaningful educational opportunities and to reaching high levels of achievement for all students.

**American Indian and Alaska Native Students**

There are 183 Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) schools that serve approximately 41,000 students in 23 states.45 But the vast majority (nearly 93 percent) of AI/AN students attend K-12 public schools with their non-AI/AN peers.46

Whether they attend BIE schools or regular public schools, AI/AN students should have access to a quality education. Unfortunately, under the current system, AI/AN students are struggling academically compared with their peers of other racial and ethnic groups. According to the National Indian Education Study (NIES)47, AI/AN students lag behind other racial/ethnic groups in mathematics and reading in both the fourth and eighth grades (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011 NAEP NIES Summary of National Results).48 Further, AI/AN students are significantly more likely to drop out of school.49 They are also more likely to suffer from poverty, suicide, teen birth and substance abuse at rates higher than the national average.50

AI/AN students need to receive better support from their respective learning communities to have equal opportunities for success.

We have, however, learned from past efforts and believe we are in a position to move forward. There is no constitutional barrier to a greater federal role in financing K-12 education. It is, rather, a question of our nation’s civic and political will; the modest federal contribution that today amounts to approximately 10 percent of national K-12 spending is a matter of custom, not a mandate. The federal government must take bold action in specific areas.

Therefore, the commission recommends that the federal government—

- Direct states, with appropriate incentives, to adopt and implement school finance systems that will (1) provide a meaningful educational opportunity for all students, along with appropriate budgetary and other frameworks to ensure the effective and efficient use of all funds to enable all students to achieve state content and performance standards as outlined above, and (2) demonstrate progress toward implementing such a school finance system.

  - Enact “equity and excellence” legislation that: targets significant new federal funding to schools with high concentrations of low-income students, particularly where achievement gaps exist, to implement meaningful educational opportunities for (and support high academic achievement by) all their students; provides significant financial incentives to states that, in fact, enhance their own funding of schools with high concentrations of low-income, minority and low-performing students; and develops mechanisms that allow the federal government to monitor and enforce the ongoing performance of its new equity and excellence investments to make sure those investments are, in fact, enhancing student achievement.

  - Provide incentives for states to explore and pursue ways to reduce the number of schools with concentrated poverty, because schools without concentrated poverty cost less to run than schools with concentrated poverty.
• Reassess its enforcement regime with respect to issues of school finance equity. There is greater constitutional scope for federal enforcement with respect to issues of inequity linked to race. The federal government should consider expanding its authority to address longstanding and persistent issues of inequity in school finance, including new enforcement steps that stop short of withdrawing funding from students most in need. Steps that might be considered include enforcement mechanisms derived from other areas of federal civil rights law; these all have advantages and disadvantages that should be carefully considered. Enforcement with respect to school finance equity should provide a safe harbor for systems achieving equity in student outcomes regardless of input equity.
• Ensure that its dollars are not used to perpetuate or exacerbate inequities.
• Ensure equitable distribution of state and local resources among schools within districts by amending Title I, which endorses the local practice of often providing lesser amounts of state and local funds per pupil to Title I than non-Title I schools; eliminating counterproductive incentives in the Higher Education Act; and encouraging districts to achieve this goal by rethinking compensation, seniority provisions, staff attrition and other effective strategies.
• Reevaluate the federal commitment to the level and distribution of the funding of special education, including providing incentives to ensure improved outcomes of students and to limit any over-identification of special-education students.
• Work with states to develop accounting principles and procedures to provide annual, uniform and mandatory data of actual expenditures at the school level.
• Provide grants to assist states, tribal authorities and school districts in developing cost methodologies that can determine the cost of providing meaningful educational opportunities and of promoting high achievement, taking into account, among other things, the effective and efficient use of funds and the cost of providing necessary additional programs and supports for low-income students, students in remote locales, students with disabilities and English-language learners.
• Fully acknowledge the trust responsibility it has in working with American Indian and Alaska Native tribes by helping them build their capacity to operate their own school systems, ensuring their access—as well as the Bureau of Indian Education’s access—to all funding opportunities and by directing state education agencies to engage with their tribal partners directly.
• Provide grants to improve data availability on finance and student performance and to expand the capacity of state education agencies (SEAs) to effectively use data to improve how they carry out the functions described above.
• Enforce its equity mandates in a fair and intelligent manner. Enforcement mechanisms should be tied to federal funding and equity of outcomes.
II. Teaching, Leading and Learning Opportunities

All students must have access to high-quality instruction. To that end, states must re-examine and align their systems for recruiting, retaining, preparing, licensing, evaluating, developing and compensating effective teachers. Highly effective, well-qualified teachers must be equitably distributed across districts and schools. Students, especially those in high-need schools and districts, need strong principals.

We cannot close the gaps between our aspirations and our performance with formulaic responses to complex learning challenges. Imagine a school in which every student has teachers with the training, supports and colleagues needed to understand whether and why a child is struggling to achieve. Imagine that each teacher is part of a problem-solving team of fellow professionals, with access to qualified and inspiring instructional leaders. Suppose each struggling child has a teacher with the expertise to identify alternative instructional strategies and with the professional responsibility, judgment and authority to adopt a strategy that will work for that child. Imagine that teachers and parents can have confidence that each student will get the instructional supports and social or health services needed for academic success.

We can strengthen and elevate the teaching profession by broadening the role and expectations for teachers and matching those with the respect and compensation teachers deserve. This is more than a prescription for career ladders or one aspect of effective teaching. It is a pledge we can make to each child and a test for almost every aspect of the education enterprise: Are we giving each child a fair chance to develop fully his or her talents, and to succeed?

Teachers, together with principals, are the single most important in-school factor affecting student achievement. America needs and our children deserve the best teacher workforce in the world: one held in high regard by our citizens, recruited from among the best and the brightest, well trained and supported on the job, and competitively compensated for their effectiveness and hard work. Most important, teachers and instructional teams must have the professional development, time, collaboration and teaching resources to understand each student’s learning needs in order to match instruction, time and attention necessary to meet them. We need strong leaders to support each teacher’s growth and to organize resources in ways that enable them to work together in great schools that meet all children’s learning needs.

Given the many equity challenges facing our schools, none seems more crucial—or more daunting—than the need to improve teachers’ capacities to teach all children well and, in particular, to ensure that there is a stable supply of excellent teachers and school leaders in our highest-need schools. To create and retain such a workforce, we must not only have excellent school leadership and an adequate and equitable funding stream to ensure well-resourced learning environments for every child, but we must also have policies and practices that develop, select and fairly distribute a highly effective teacher workforce to all schools.

In state after state, school finance suits have challenged the fact that schools serving low-income and minority students have disproportionately high numbers of teachers who are inexperienced, untrained and teaching in subjects for which they have little or no training. This drives extraordinarily high rates of teacher turnover, producing instability and chaos in the instructional program. These conditions are often directly linked to disparities in school funding, which produce significant disparities in educator salaries and working conditions. It should be no surprise that the best teachers over time gravitate to more affluent schools with better pay and working conditions, and where children seem easier to teach because they come to school without the many overt challenges that children from poor families face. Those who choose to teach in poor communities often do so despite the additional hurdles they will encounter. We do far too little to ensure that schools in poor communities are staffed with teachers who can be effective with the toughest challenges. While there are thousands of great teachers working their hearts out in these schools despite tremendous obstacles, they often do so in a system woefully designed to support and scale up their efforts. Unlike several decades ago, major urban school systems today too often pay teachers much less than surrounding affluent suburbs and offer substantially poorer teaching conditions: larger class sizes; less access to books, computers, and other curriculum and instructional materials; and fewer instructional supports. Their schools have less, yet their students need more. Poor rural districts often have even larger differentials in funding, salaries and conditions.

The policy response to these intolerable conditions has too often been to lower the standards for entry into teaching rather than to directly address student needs. So the most challenging schools have teachers who are less well qualified, on average, by
any standard: academic ability, content background, experience, preparation, certification and education level. Our system is not designed to serve America’s best interests.

There is little dispute about the need to fix all this. And the commission is confident that people acting in good faith, with a full appreciation for the urgency required, can bridge their differences about how to do it. Yet, the necessary political will and drive elude us. Attracting, developing and retaining talented teachers is key to our strategy and central to a system that provides competitive salaries and excellent working conditions for well-qualified, highly effective teachers who will work in affluent and low-income districts alike.

**Attracting and Training Top Talent**

Any serious plan for equity and excellence immediately runs into a vexing question: why don’t more of our smartest, most accomplished college graduates want to become teachers? Although the world’s best-performing school systems recruit their new teachers from the top ranks of their high school and college students, only about 30 percent of U.S. teachers come from the top third of their college class. Although teacher preparation has improved in some areas since the 1980s, and most secondary school teachers now come from the top half of their academic cohort, the caliber of student who goes into teaching remains highly variable across states and districts, and a large portion of the lowest-performing candidates work in schools serving the lowest-achieving students. We won’t have a serious equity policy until we steer our best talent to the classrooms where it’s most needed; and we won’t raise the bar for all children until far more of our entering teachers in all schools are well prepared themselves.

**Teacher Preparation.** The quality of our teacher preparation programs varies wildly. Some states have raised standards significantly; others have progressively lowered the bar. High-quality programs are more expensive, as they offer intensive coursework integrated with clinical models that ensure excellent mentors and close supervision in learning to teach. Meanwhile, the many lower-quality programs—often short and cheap—fail to provide the skills, knowledge and experience necessary for success in the classroom.

**Teacher Pay.** Starting salaries and salary trajectories need to be sufficiently competitive to attract the talent we need to the classroom. A half-century ago, women and African American college graduates had few professional career choices other than teaching. New teachers’ pay was close to that of first-year lawyers. But a large salary gap has grown over time even as this previously “captive” labor pool enjoyed new and more lucrative career options. Furthermore, the salary gap across school districts and states means that the most attractive teaching positions are those in the most advantaged communities where pay and working conditions are most supportive.

---

**How Other Nations Ensure a Quality Teaching Force**

Several of the ways that high-achieving countries attract and keep top talent illustrate how far we have to go:

First, our global competitors offer their teachers competitive salaries and reasonable working conditions that are equitable among schools, including a longer workday and work year with significantly more time to plan individually and together with teams of teachers, so that all schools can compete in the labor market for good teachers. Some add incentives, such as a quicker route to seniority and promotions, for teachers who teach in more remote or challenging schools.

Second, they offer free higher education—including free high-quality teaching preparation programs to all candidates, with a salary or a living stipend while recruits go to school. As a consequence, new teachers do not, as in the United States, enter a poorly paid profession with a mountain of debt. Strong preparation both raises the status of the profession, because teachers share a substantial knowledge base, and makes teachers more effective, which keeps them from leaving in frustration, as underprepared teachers do in the United States.

Third, unlike in America, teachers in high-performing countries can draw on common instructional materials aligned with rigorous, national curriculum frameworks that all students are expected to master and that form the basis of teacher development and training. Finally, because of these conditions, teachers have more professional development, collaboration, time, teaching resources and support from teaching teams to make important decisions about their work. They also work collaboratively with other teachers and with well-prepared principals, which makes them more effective and more likely to want to stay in the profession as a long-term career.

---

**Supporting and Retaining Effective Teachers**

To recruit and retain excellent teachers, we must move beyond the factory-model schools we have inherited, with their egg-crate classrooms and other outmoded constraints, while better compensating excellent teachers who are willing and able to innovate in the cause of greater learning. This is essential not only for recruitment, but also for retention of excellent teachers. We must be able to keep our most effective teachers in the classroom.

To succeed with all children, particularly those who are struggling, teachers need not only to be well-prepared, but also to have the support, professional development, time and teaching resources necessary to deliver high-quality instruction.

**Professional Development.** We have raised our standards for student performance and taken on the challenge of ensuring that *all students learn* even as our classrooms are growing more diverse, including English-language learners and students with special needs. The Common Core State Standards require new approaches to teaching and learning. All these changes put new demands on teachers and require that they receive professional development, that new teachers have access to expert practitioners and that teams work together in new ways. Fortunately, we have increased understanding, improved
measurements of student learning and implemented technology that enables new ways of providing instruction to meet students’ needs. Still, while the nation as a whole spends in excess of $3 billion on professional development, much of it is not spent well.

Professional development must be embedded in the workday, deepened and broaden teacher knowledge, be rooted in best practice, allow for collaborative efforts, be aligned to the Common Core State Standards and provide the supports, time and resources to enable teachers to master new content, pedagogy and learning tools and incorporate them in their practice.

Full and effective implementation of the Common Core State Standards will be crucial to realizing their potential of helping all students reach high standards. Given that education budgets are stretched thin and teachers throughout the country are being asked to do more with less, there are reasonable concerns that states and school systems may skimp on implementation of the Common Core State Standards, which could further fuel the current fixation on testing as opposed to teaching and learning.

In fact, Common Core State Standards create an enormous opportunity to lower the cost and increase the quality of aligned learning supports for teachers.

In tight budgets and in schools and districts with especially low funding levels, quality professional development time and resources are often the first items left off the list. States, districts and schools will need to closely examine current spending on professional development to align it more closely with an integrated strategy for supporting teachers and with today’s needs.

Districts and states must also invest continuously in professional development: implementing an entirely new curriculum and assessment system requires a transitional investment above and beyond existing state levels.

**Collaboration.** Teachers don’t work in a vacuum. They need time for collaboration to learn from one another, observe best practice and develop effective instructional materials. To find that time, districts and schools will need to use time more effectively and efficiently. This will require a careful look at current calendars and schedules as well as a look at emerging technologies so that more time for teachers to meet together can be achieved.

**Time.** If we are to meet the needs of struggling students, we need to both expand time for students and teachers and use it better. By rethinking the traditional school schedule, we can provide students more academic instruction and individualized support and give teachers more freedom and creativity in their professional practice to individualize their teaching, collaborate with colleagues, use data to better assess students’ progress and needs, and plan lessons accordingly. In expanded time settings, teachers can learn continuously, improve their practice and transform their schools into learning communities.

---

**We Can Afford to Invest in Teachers**

Market research shows that raising starting pay to $65,000 from today’s $37,000, and top salaries to $150,000 instead of around $70,000 (along with related investments in better school leadership and working conditions), would lift the percentage of new teachers in high-poverty schools coming from the top third of their academic cohort from 14 percent today to 68 percent and would cost (at current teacher/student ratios) an estimated $30 billion a year, or about 5 percent of current K-12 spending.

Such an investment would produce savings elsewhere, including a reduction in teacher turnover and attrition, which currently costs an estimated $7 billion every year—not to mention the savings we get from teacher effectiveness: lower rates of student remediation, special education placements, dropout services, and much more.

In addition, as noted elsewhere in this report, if such a human capital strategy helps close the achievement gaps between U.S. students and higher-performing systems abroad, and between students of color and their white counterparts, the impact on GDP over time would dwarf the investment in higher-caliber teacher recruits in the years ahead.

**The Promise of the Common Core State Standards**

For decades, attempts to set rigorous, common standards for students across the nation failed to gain traction, as academic expectations for students had historically been seen as a state responsibility. As a result, for too long states failed to hold their students accountable for the kind of learning that would prepare them to succeed in college and careers, much less compete with their peers in high-performing countries. By 2009, state leaders decided that common standards were in the national interest.

Under the leadership of the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers, the Common Core State Standards in reading and mathematics were developed in collaboration with a large number of stakeholders, including teachers. The standards are intended to prepare America’s students for college and the workforce and are driven by a thorough research base and international benchmarking. They are intended to guide teaching and learning and help ensure that students receive a consistent, high-quality education. Today, 45 states and the District of Columbia have adopted the standards, and states and school districts, as well as teachers and school leaders, are in varying stages of changing curriculum, instruction, assessments and teacher professional development to ensure a successful implementation of the standards.

Although the federal government had no role in developing the standards, the U.S. Department of Education is assisting the effort to fully implement the Common Core State Standards. Because states needed help with the financial wherewithal to create assessments aligned with the standards, the department provided $350 million to two consortia to do the work.

This state-led effort is a model for solving intractable problems in American education. Working together, states can identify problems and provide the leadership to solve them, with the federal government’s backing and support.
FOR EACH AND EVERY CHILD

A New Role for Technology in Teaching

Teachers need many kinds of support as their jobs continue to change. One of the most significant potential changes facing teachers is the advent of new technology in the classroom. We have begun to see significant changes—the introduction of new data and analytical tools for the classroom, structured instructional programs, changes in presentation and roles of teachers. While the promise of technology remains ahead of the reality, there is little doubt that technology will significantly change the classrooms of the future.

To use technology effectively and to participate in its implementation, teachers and school staff will need different training and ongoing support. The changes will not be just substituting electronic books for paper books; they will call for different ways of doing things.

Technology labs, “flipped” classrooms and instructional games call for new ways of organizing the classroom and of interacting with students.

Moreover, teachers will be called upon to enter into more of the decision-making on which technology is introduced and how it will be used. Over the next few years, decisions about educational technology will likely interact with various performance incentives for teachers and schools, thus making teachers’ jobs more complicated. To address these challenges, states and districts will need to develop better systems to aid teachers in the transition to a more technological world—both so that the teachers are not overwhelmed and so that students get the full educational gains.

Resources. To assist students, teachers need curricular materials and technology systems that support learning. The materials and technology must be aligned to the new standards—not as mandates or straitjackets, but as supports. This includes well-equipped work environments with access to up-to-date learning resources. This is especially true of teachers in struggling schools.

Because 45 states plus the District of Columbia have adopted Common Core State Standards, teachers don’t need to develop these materials alone. The Common Core State Standards provide not only more economies of scale for wide adoption of best practices, but also new opportunities to innovate across schools, districts and states. And, of great importance, it also provides a framework for aligning teacher training and professional development. Teachers don’t learn to teach; they learn to teach something. They learn how to make the curriculum relevant to the lives of the children they are charged with instructing: how to tie it to those children’s experiences and deliver it to address their special needs. To that end, teachers should have access to a variety of resources, such as model curricular frameworks aligned to the Common Core, curricular materials, units, sample assignments, assessments and the technology that allow them greater flexibility to meet the needs of their students.

School Culture. A collaborative school culture, where teachers are respected, their voices heard and their professional development needs met, is essential for success, particularly with children with the most learning needs. For teachers to succeed they must have the time, materials and school environment that foster learning and collaboration. Class size must be manageable, facilities clean and up-to-date, and discipline policies in place that are administered fairly and that encourage and support courteous behavior and learning.

Teacher Evaluations. Today, in many if not most school districts, we have an inadequate method of evaluating teachers. To be effective, an evaluation system must serve two central purposes: It must identify strengths and weaknesses so that all teachers can get the necessary supports to improve their practice, and it must identify those teachers who even with assistance are unable to meet the standards of practice that would allow them to remain in the classroom.

Sound evaluation systems must be based on high standards of practice, and the assessment of teachers must include valid multiple measures of academic growth, evidence from classroom and school practice, and contributions to colleagues and the school community.

Good evaluation systems should provide feedback to educators from both colleagues and supervisors that is meaningful, credible and actionable. The feedback must be connected to high-quality learning opportunities and should use evidence-based processes that are fair, accurate and transparent.

To ensure meaningful and fair evaluations, evidence of student learning should not rely solely on standardized tests. Policies that use such measures in that inappropriate manner tend to misclassify the competence of teachers, as well as reduce the morale of teachers, create disincentives to teach the highest-need students, undermine public confidence in schooling and encourage teacher-preparation programs and schools to focus on raising test scores rather than on teaching children important concepts with a rich curriculum that includes the arts and humanities in addition to core subjects. Policies that incorporate standardized tests and other student-learning measures appropriately, on the other hand, along with other evidence of teacher practice and contributions, can help steer the system toward improvement. With a valid and comprehensive system of teacher development and evaluation in place, districts and states can and should formulate a fair process for tenure, career ladders and, when necessary, removal of ineffective teachers who do not improve.

Getting evaluations right and using those evaluations to improve our teaching force—both through professional development and through removing chronically ineffective teachers—has huge implications for the nation. Most of our current teachers are hardworking and effective and should be recognized for that. But a small proportion of our teachers do not meet minimum standards, and we must deal with that reality.

Some analysis of teacher effectiveness suggests that raising the performance of a small percentage of teachers—the least effective ones, who would be identified by an improved evaluation system—up to that of the average teacher could result in achievement gains that would bring us up to the level of the top nations in the world.

And, as indicated in the introduction, this could mean future gains...
Examples of Equity Efforts: Long Beach and New Haven

In California’s Long Beach Unified School District—a predominantly minority district widely recognized for its achievement gains—teacher recruitment, development and evaluation work together to support equity for students. An extensive, long-term partnership with California State University—Long Beach has transformed teacher preparation into a site-based model like a medical residency. The partnership has also created model demonstration sites for engaging prospective teachers, veterans and university faculty in teacher development and collaborative research. Novice teachers are supported with an intensive mentorship program in their early years. Ongoing professional learning builds on this strong start and is integrated with a thoughtful and rigorous teacher evaluation system.

From pre-service through in-service, teachers are evaluated on their performance in relation to the California Standards for the Teaching Profession. Teachers and administrators in the district collaborate to set goals for student progress and improvements in teacher practice at the school level, as teams within departments or grade levels, and as individuals. Progress toward achieving these goals is monitored through self-evaluations and supervisory evaluations that include evidence from teacher observations, tests, continued studies, feedback from students and parents, students’ records and files demonstrating growth, action research and other sources.

One of the benefits of this evaluation process is that it stimulates individual and collective learning. In addition, the most expert teachers are encouraged to take on the highest-need students. Because gifted veterans can often move such students forward the most, the students gain much more than they otherwise would. At the same time, other teachers assigned to classes with fewer high-need students can experience greater success.

The district also creates explicit and ongoing opportunities for schools, departments and grade-level teams of teachers to review student work and test-score data of various kinds, to evaluate progress within and across classrooms, to discuss curriculum and teaching strategies, to problem-solve around the needs of individuals and groups of students, and to plan for improvements.

New Haven Public Schools in Connecticut has also launched a comprehensive reform strategy—the School Change Initiative—to maximize New Haven’s potential as a city, demonstrate the community’s commitment to its children, grow the economy and cultivate a strong and skilled workforce. The goals of the initiative are to close the gap between the performance of New Haven students and the rest of the state within five years, cut the dropout rate in half and ensure that every graduating student has the academic ability and the financial resources to attend and succeed in college.

The district has developed specific strategies in three primary areas of focus: prioritization of high-needs schools, collaboration with the community and the cultivation of teacher and leader talent. Along with other efforts, the district is improving methods for recruiting, evaluating and developing its teachers and administrators. The new system includes formal recognition of high-performing teachers and administrators; linkage of teacher evaluation to student performance using multiple measures of student learning, as well as linkage to standards-based observations of classroom practice; removal of low-performing teachers within one school year if they don’t improve after fair evaluation and mentoring; regular and comprehensive feedback for administrators, with professional consequences depending on performance; and an external validation process for teachers receiving the highest and lowest rankings.

A New Model of Educator Responsibility

Just as evaluations must be based on multiple measures, we must also move away from a myopic and harmful fixation on testing to a 360-degree accountability system—a model in which all those responsible for the education of our children are held accountable. This model encompasses policymakers for ensuring the funds and developing the policies that allow for the development and support of a world-class educator force; teacher preparation programs for recruiting and preparing top-flight candidates; administrative leaders for making sure resources are distributed equitably and for creating a collaborative environment where teaching and learning can flourish; teachers for providing the instructional supports to help all children learn; and students for making the effort to learn.

One aspect of the 360-degree model of accountability should be transparency and progress toward the equitable distribution of highly effective, well-qualified teachers across districts and schools as a condition of federal funding. Implementation must be thoughtful and result in retaining great teachers in the schools and subjects where they are most needed. There is no one-size-fits-all approach, and innovation and technology are key.

The commission recognizes that there are several ways to reach these accountability goals, including the following—

• Requiring that states set a uniform entry “bar” into the profession that includes in-depth academic preparation, diverse clinical experiences and excellent performance on a licensing assessment that measures subject matter knowledge.

• Creating a Teacher Quality Index wherein states, districts and schools report the following: the percentage of teachers in first year of teaching; the percentage of teachers teaching out of field; the percentage of certified teachers; aggregated data on teacher effectiveness at the school and district level; average experience of teachers by school; teacher turnover rates; and other data that the state or district might routinely collect.

• Developing innovative ways to ensure team teaching and group professional development using technology and real-time web-based peer observations.

• Using federal law enforcement authority under Titles I and II of ESEA, as well as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, to insist on equitable access to skilled teachers; collect necessary data from schools, districts and states; and fashion an index to GDP of trillions of dollars, multiples of our current GDP.

Sometimes people interpret these observations as being “anti-teacher,” but it is just the opposite. The inescapable fact is that the majority of our teachers are competitive in international terms. Just a small portion is misplaced. Additionally, if pay were more aligned with both effectiveness and experience, it would be quite possible to see overall salaries of teachers raised significantly from current levels—reflecting their enormous impact on students, on the incomes of students and on economic growth.
monitor differences. This will both ensure action and mete out consequences (loss of flexibility, requirements for change in policy and other enforcement steps that provide alternatives to withdrawing funds from students most in need).

The Path Forward
Putting all of this together, the commission believes the implications are bold but clear. America must—in every state and virtually every district—completely align and overhaul our systems for recruiting, retaining, preparing, licensing, evaluating, developing and compensating effective teachers.

The commission recommends federal financial aid—a major new grant program—that gives incentives and requires participating states to address the teacher quality pipeline. In order to be eligible, states must—

• Ensure that teachers and teaching teams have the knowledge, time and teaching resources to develop strategies and differentiate instruction to meet the needs of each student and accelerate student improvement and achievement.

• Ensure that teacher training and professional development programs are tailored to meet the needs of today’s contemporary classrooms—student bodies where students of color are increasingly the majority, a growing percentage of students are learning English as a second language, and more students are growing up in poverty.

• Increase selectivity and effectiveness of teacher training and hiring. Licensure must reflect the complexity of the work and include standards and rigorous performance assessments, set nationally, of actual ability to teach.

• Recruit and retain excellent multilingual teachers and teachers of color, and develop other strategies to increase the racial, ethnic and gender diversity of the teaching profession.

• Hold accountable teacher-training programs—whether offered by universities, districts or other providers—for producing effective graduates, and improve or close programs that can’t meet higher performance standards on a variety of important measures.

• Ensure that training and professional development use research-based curricula, with meaningful clinical experiences as preparation for diverse learners.

• Use research to overhaul teacher evaluation and professional development to promote performance in classrooms that will produce results for students most in need.

• Institute collaborative teacher teams.

• Redesign teacher evaluation and professional development—incorporating current research—to promote individual and collaborative efforts of teaching teams to produce continuous improvement in results for students most in need.

• Redesign career pathways for teachers so that recognition (and compensation) for accomplishment does not require leaving the classroom and so that collaboration among teachers is promoted.

• Overhaul compensation, especially to reflect broader professional expectations. Make compensation competitive with the market for similar professionals and revamp “step and lane” models to better reflect roles, effectiveness and level of challenge.

• Encourage effective teachers to teach in high-need schools and communities with incentives and critical improvements in working conditions, and reverse the disincentives to take on the biggest educational challenges facing the neediest children.

• Make teacher employment and tenure decisions only after teachers have time to be mentored, and base those decisions on valid and comprehensive measures of effectiveness in the classroom.

• Take all necessary measures to distribute highly effective teachers so that each student can get the help he or she needs to succeed. These measures should include pay incentives, targeted professional development and better working conditions and support in schools with the most need, and federal and state accountability and data-reporting systems to ensure that states and districts develop sustainable systems to close the teacher-quality gap.

• In parallel, invest in building strong principals by improving the pipeline to include more experience with building capacity and organizing time and structures to facilitate adult and student learning. Just as with teachers, this effort regarding principals should include a close look at preparation, performance and compensation, especially in high-need schools and districts. We are intentional about creating good leaders in business and the military. We must do better in education.

Additionally, the commission recommends that the federal government—

• Invest in high-quality residency programs that create a steady supply of highly effective recruits in high-need communities; and

• Invest in a substantial, sustained program of service scholarships fully paying for preparation costs for a diverse pool of high-ability candidates to teach, and stay, in high-need fields and schools, as we’ve done in medicine to address shortages of highly qualified doctors in high-need areas and as higher-performing countries such as Finland, Singapore, Korea, Canada and Australia have done with teachers.

Access to High-Quality Curriculum and Learning Opportunities
Struggling and striving students need great teachers and equitable resources, but they also need access to high-quality instruction. All
too often, schools codify low expectations for some students by denying them the instructional content needed to prepare them for college and careers. There are three principal ways in which this happens.

The first involves consigning students to instructional “tracks” or programs that do not have the content students need to be academically successful. Examples of this often involve student placements, which often result in the over-identification of students—particularly boys of color—into special education or remedial classes that do not include critical features of the core curriculum. Students may also face restricted access to gifted and talented programs, where entry is determined through teacher, administrator or parent recommendations or scores on standardized tests that are not designed to identify special talents or potential. Similarly, English-language learners may be mistakenly placed in remedial reading programs or under-resourced special education services when their actual needs involve English-language development. These patterns of inequity can also be seen in how schools place students in alternative educational schools or programs from which they may never emerge or fail to keep track of how faithfully students are pursuing the core courses they need to graduate.

A second way that inequities are perpetuated is through coursework that is low in academic rigor, regardless of the course of study. In an effort to make the curriculum more “accessible” to low-achieving students, districts and schools sometimes water down coursework, which keeps students away from the more advanced content they need to succeed in subsequent grades. This is commonly done through the excessive use of “leveled” texts—or materials written specifically for students with poor reading skills—that fail to stretch children academically beyond their current literacy levels. It can also mean the provision of mismatched instructional interventions or an overemphasis on decoding skills; these fail to teach students the comprehension skills they need to be successful in later grades. With regard to the instruction of students learning English, this frequently means a focus on basic language acquisition only, instead of a shared focus on core content and academic language skills. Moreover, schools in poor communities often do not provide the full array of Advanced Placement courses, honors classes, and arts and music offerings that schools in wealthier areas offer, further limiting students from high-quality instruction.

A third way in which high-quality instruction can be denied to students is by excluding them from the school setting through suspensions and expulsions. The problem is both the excessive and disproportionate use of suspensions on the one hand and, on the other, the failure of schools to provide ongoing instructional support, homework assignments or catch-up work for students while they are out of school or when they come back. The result is often an extraordinary number of lost instructional days for students, particularly students of color and students with disabilities.

Unfortunately, these instructional practices—and others—go hand-in-hand with inequities in funding and disparities in high-quality teachers that stack the deck against students of color, poor students, English learners and students with disabilities in ways that aggravate our achievement gaps in urban, suburban and rural schools alike, and impair our ability as a nation to raise student achievement.

Changing these patterns will require coherent action by the federal government, states and local school districts. For this reason, the commission recommends the following—

• State and local policies and graduation requirements should ensure that all students have access to the rigorous courses they need to succeed and that students are not being placed in settings that are not well aligned with their needs.

• School districts should devote more attention to assessing the instructional rigor of their core courses and the materials used in them.

• Districts should also establish data systems that would allow districts to track and correct in a timely manner the coursework-taking sequences of students who may not be on schedule for graduation. And school management and teacher organizations should collaborate to ensure that their collective bargaining agreements do not contain provisions that unwittingly restrict student access to the best teachers and instruction.

• The federal government should support the development of innovative technologies that can offer specialized courses to all students. We recognize the difficulty of offering high-quality courses such as AP preparation when the schools—urban, suburban and rural—have insufficient demand to support specialized staff or find that they cannot hire the necessary specialists. Fortunately, many of these problems can be solved by new technologies.

• In addition, federal, state and local entities should be working together to give all students full access to the Common Core State Standards now being implemented in so many jurisdictions.

Finally, federal and civil rights laws should be vigorously enforced to make sure students are not being excluded or treated unfairly because of race, language or disability.
III. Ensuring Access to High-Quality Early Childhood Education

Universal access to high-quality early learning programs must be a matter of the highest national priority, with a special priority for children in our poorest communities.

If we know anything about learning, it is that the years from birth to age 5 are crucial in every child’s life. Nowhere is achieving educational equity more important than at the earliest stages of a child’s physical and cognitive development. Yet, in America, the poorer a child’s family, the more likely he or she will begin school without the basic knowledge that enables that child to succeed. We cannot afford to let this state of affairs persist.

Fewer than half (48 percent) of poor children are ready for school at age 5, compared with 75 percent of children from families with moderate and high income, a 27 percentage point gap. Between 2008 and 2010, 53 percent of U.S. children who were 3 and 4 years old did not participate in preschool. Data from the National Household Education Surveys for 2005 and 2007 show that only 65 percent of 4-year-olds from the lowest-income quintiles attended a preschool program, compared with 90 percent from the highest-income quintile. Changing that paradigm is a national imperative. The world’s best-performing systems make such access universal. We must make sure all children have means-tested access to high-quality early childhood education. The consequence of inaction is clear: without a foundation of equal access to high-quality preschool and kindergarten programs, we risk the future of millions of children.

The research is dispositive: high-quality prekindergarten programs can make a tremendous difference in preparing children for success in school. Investment in early education for disadvantaged children during this critical period can benefit student achievement, reduce the need for special education, promote healthier lifestyles and lower overall social costs, including by decreasing the crime rate. Participation in high-quality preschool programs results in short- and long-term positive outcomes for children, including increased high school graduation and higher rates for college attendance and completion. Enrollment in prekindergarten programs, for example, has been linked to higher reading and math skills. Access to preschool also encourages parental involvement and community integration. Research has shown that key workforce skills are developed early in life, that early education can help offset the negative effects of growing up in a troubled family environment and that remedies later in life—such as job training programs and second-chance GED programs—are prohibitively costly in comparison.

Every dollar invested in a high-quality early childhood education produces a 7 to 10 percent per annum return. This means that taking early action to address the effects of adverse environments in young children can not only reverse some of the harm of disadvantage, but can also result in high economic return, producing results that are both equitable and efficient. Research is also clear on the characteristics of high-quality early learning programs. Highly effective teachers with specialized training in early childhood teaching get better results. Small class sizes and low child-to-teacher ratios make a positive difference. Preschool students benefit from intentional teaching focused on specific learning goals and academic content, and from deep learning opportunities through discovery and social interaction. For young students learning English, this means strategic use of primary language in the classroom, and plenty of opportunity for practicing English. Most importantly, high-quality early learning programs are integrated and supported by a strong developmentally appropriate curriculum that is aligned to K-12 standards and instruction. Throughout the nation’s urban, rural and tribal areas, qualified pre-K programs supported by states and appropriate federal agencies would include outreach efforts to recruit low-income children and children with other special needs. These programs would include strong accountability systems to ensure high-quality inputs and outcomes.

Given the high stakes for the country, ensuring universal access to high-quality early learning programs is a matter of the highest national priority, with a special focus for children in our poorest communities. For these reasons, the commission recommends the following—

- A bold new initiative and significant new investments to ensure that, within 10 years, all low-income children, in all states, have access to new resources for high-quality early learning. New federal resources will be conditioned upon states’ development and implementation of systems of well-planned, high-quality early education for preschool-eligible children that match and foster the characteristics of high-quality programs. Moreover, to maintain a continuity of quality services for all children, regardless of where they live, states and the Bureau of Indian Education should also work to expand access to full-day kindergarten programs for students from low-income back-
grounds in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Education.

- The federal government must also ensure that the programs it funds (Head Start, Early Head Start, etc.) are aligned to the research on effective practices in early education. It must encourage and enable state and local governments to offer research-aligned programs and to coordinate services among school districts, Head Start and child-care programs, providing coordinated and integrated services as well.

- Ensuring that all children receive high-quality care and early education is as much about best practice as it is about efficient use of resources. The federal government provides significant funding for child care, Head Start, Early Head Start and other early childhood programs, but these resources are expended in an uncoordinated, inefficient and often ineffective manner. At a minimum, these funding streams ought to be aligned and coordinated, but the best way to ensure sustained high-quality access aligned to K-12 is to require the Department of Education to administer Head Start and all other federal early learning programs, while also acknowledging the sovereign status of tribal governments to operate their programs within their lands.

An effective partnership between states and the federal government is crucial to achieving these goals. For these reasons, the commission recommends that the federal government do the following—

- Guarantee states a significant federal percentage match, related to the wealth of the state, for the cost of each child from a poverty background enrolled in a qualified pre-kindergarten program; and

- Consolidate its existing early childhood and Head Start programs and guarantee, within the next decade, that all low-income children will have access to early childhood programs.77
Communities, tribes, states and the federal government working together must create a policy infrastructure for providing services to underserved children by crafting standards to support at-risk children, encourage family engagement, and provide health care and health education and expanded learning time. They should explore options to limit the concentration of low-income students in particular schools.

Achieving excellence in American education depends on providing access to opportunity for all children, regardless of where they live or how much money their parents make. But, many of the problems our schools face begin elsewhere—in the home and family poverty, with inadequate health care, in dangerous communities and slum housing, in peer groups, in the larger culture. These external factors are, at best, explanations, not excuses.

Students from high-poverty backgrounds are at greater risk of academic failure, are more likely to be suspended from school and are more likely to drop out of school than are middle-income students. These students also sometimes face additional obstacles—such as homelessness, foster care, alcohol or drug problems, abuse and delinquency—that place them at even greater risk of never completing high school. Students who become involved in the criminal justice system must also be a policy priority, because these at-risk students cost society in both social-humanitarian and monetary terms.

Twenty-two percent of American schoolchildren live in conditions of poverty—poverty rates higher than that of any other advanced industrial nation in Europe, North America or Asia. Nearly half of today’s schoolchildren qualify for free or reduced-price school lunches. The achievement gap between children from high- and low-income families is 30 to 40 percent larger among children born in 2001 than among those born 25 years earlier. Poverty rates are disproportionately high for students of color.

Although these conditions do not absolve schools from their responsibility to expect and support educational excellence, they underscore the formidable barriers to school success for millions of students and their families. Achievement gaps for most disadvantaged children begin before they start school and widen throughout their educational careers. Most students enjoy advantages that are largely absent from the lives of the more than 16 million children now living in poverty. These advantages, long held to be important to students’ success in school, include early educational experiences that prepare them for grade-level work, adequate physical (mental, dental and vision services) health care, extended learning experiences that reinforce and augment what is learned in school, and family support that ensures students are motivated and prepared to learn.

The commission recommendations on school finance and access to high-quality early childhood education serve as a baseline for determining the needs of low-income students. In redesigning their finance systems, states should determine the additional programs, staff and services needed to address the external academic, social and health needs of students in communities with concentrated poverty and ensure adequate funding so districts and schools can meet those needs.

Beyond this baseline, with proper encouragement and support from the states and the federal government, school districts can enter into productive relationships with other government agencies and community-based organizations that can ensure the efficient and cost-effective provision of a broad array of necessary services to students from poverty backgrounds. To address these disparities, the United States should provide universal access to quality prekindergarten programs, support parent engagement, act to extend learning time and work to ensure that families in all communities can address the health needs of students.

Communities, tribes, states and the federal government must work together to create a policy infrastructure for providing these services by crafting standards, parallel to K-12 education standards, for early childhood, expanded learning time, health care and health education, family engagement and at-risk children. They should explore options to limit the concentration of poor students in particular schools, and the federal government should provide incentives for states to do so. Schools serving high concentrations of low-income students should also undertake an annual needs assessment for each child to determine not only the student’s academic needs, but also the particular additional supports and services that he or she needs for school success.

Parent Engagement and Education
Most parents know they have a responsibility to be involved in their children’s lives. Schools and communities also have an
obligation to support the engagement of all parents, guardians and caregivers in their children’s education. Recognizing the barriers for low-income parents in playing a meaningful role in the lives of their children, or in school governance, we cannot expect that a middle-class paradigm of parent engagement is feasible in all cases. Nevertheless, to be accountable and successful, schools depend on feedback and engagement from their students’ families, even if some of the parents are immigrants who speak another language (with little or no English) or hold down multiple jobs while they aspire to join the middle class.

Families play critical roles in their children’s cognitive, social and emotional development from birth through adolescence, and family engagement is one of the strongest predictors of children’s school success. Positive family engagement includes helping students with homework, making sure students follow through on health treatments and get enough sleep at night, and communicating with and volunteering at the school. In addition, families can provide their children exposure to important cultural and educational experiences that support school success through visits to museums, libraries, theaters, concerts and community service opportunities. Children from high-poverty backgrounds are much less likely to experience these supportive practices. In addition, these families often lack access to the social and political networks that allow them to be effective advocates for their children. The importance of parent involvement has been recognized by federal grant programs. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, for example, provided grants for Parental Information Resource Centers that helped implement school-parent partnerships programs, and, through Title I, ESEA also provides for a 1 percent parent involvement set-aside for all districts that receive $500,000 or more in Title I Basic Grants.

The commission recommends that the federal government expand its support for parent engagement by—

- Establishing a grant program with incentives for states and localities to develop effective mechanisms for promoting broad-based parent education and a mutual sense of shared engagement between schools and parents; and.
- Based on the best practices developed through these grants, providing federal policy and financial support to help mount such programs in all of the states and in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Education.

Model programs eligible for these grants should cover some or all of the following activities:

- Parenting education (from prenatal and early parenting through parenting teens) and education for parents, as needed, in basic and advanced knowledge and skill areas, and in the rights, responsibilities and roles of parents with respect to their involvement and advocacy for their child’s education vis-à-vis the schools.
- Professional development for mutual engagement between schools and families, including the incorporation of all parents, regardless of race, voting status or family income, in decision-making.
- Adult English-learner classes targeted to parents of enrolled students.

New Partnerships Toward Common Goals

In Cincinnati and two nearby Kentucky cities, Newport and Covington, the Strive Together Partnership has created a comprehensive, cradle-to-career system of support for its students. The partnership was organized in 2006 after a report showed that Ohio and Kentucky were falling behind other states in college-attainment rates. The need for reform was also underscored by a 2007 decision by the Ohio Supreme Court ruling that conditions in Ohio schools were inconsistent with requirements articulated in the state Constitution.

Strive brought together more than 300 partners from a variety of sectors in an effort to increase the global competitiveness of the local workforce. Strive offers a wide range of services, from preschool to health care to financial aid for college, to more than 50,000 students in three school districts and a number of private schools.

Strive’s vision is that every student will: (1) be prepared for school; (2) be supported in and out of school; (3) succeed academically; (4) enroll in college or continuing education; and (5) graduate and enter a career. The partnership also has a constant focus on data and accountability, and it has created a set of indicators to closely monitor progress and report results on each goal. These data are published in an annual report card. Partners have to agree on these common goals and the shared ways to measure success, creating an environment of collective responsibility for the results.

This has transformed the educational experience in a number of Cincinnati-area schools. The Oyler School, formerly Oyler Elementary, is located in an economically distressed area. Oyler now serves students from pre-K through grade 12. As a Community Learning Center, the school offers a health center, a vision clinic, dental services, mental health counseling and a range of family support services, including after-school programs, food assistance, tutoring and mentoring, and adult education.

Strive has shown strong progress on student outcomes over the past five years. Where Oyler previously had an 80 percent dropout rate by grade 10, by 2010 the school’s graduation rate had risen to 82 percent, with daily attendance at 94 percent. Wide improvement has also been seen among students in the Cincinnati Public Schools: kindergarten readiness has increased 9 percent, fourth-grade reading and math scores have increased 7 percent and 14 percent, respectively, and the high school graduation rate has risen by 11 percent. In addition, the first-to-second-year college-retention rate for local students increased 9 percent at the University of Cincinnati. The graduation rate for local students increased 7 percent—evidence of better college preparedness.
• Crisis counseling and support for families, including food, health, housing, transportation, financial assistance and child care.

• Effective communication between and among families, schools, early childhood centers, expanded learning providers, health providers and other learning contexts.

Working with Communities to Meet Health Needs
Healthier students are better learners. Strategically planned and evidence-based school health programs and services have been shown to have a positive correlation with academic achievement. Taking thoughtful steps to make school-based health services accessible to high-poverty schools and districts and to remote schools and districts can result in healthier students, better educational achievement and lasting long-term physical and socioeconomic benefits. States need to substantially increase the availability of critical health services such as diagnosis and treatment of vision and hearing problems, asthma, dental care and mental health care in schools or through effective school-linked community services. Most low-income students are already eligible for Medicaid support for these services, but actual access and effective follow-up are often lacking, especially when working parents do not have the time or readily available transportation to bring their children to clinics or hospital emergency rooms where they can obtain treatment.

The commission, therefore, recommends that the federal government explore mechanisms for promoting effective health services in the schools by—

• Establishing a grant program with incentives for states and localities to develop mechanisms for providing basic health services to at-risk public school students, and providing sustainable sources of revenue for these programs in their state funding systems; and

• Providing incentives to states and to Bureau of Indian Education schools to broadly implement the best practices developed through these grants. In particular, programs should appoint full-time health coordinators in schools with large populations or concentrations of low-income students, and school-based health clinics should be established in areas that lack easy access to hospitals or community health clinics.

Extended Learning Time
After-school, extended-day, summer and other extended-learning experiences can both stem learning loss and accelerate student achievement. Studies show that instructional time—measured as the time students are actually engaged in learning—and high-dosage tutoring are strong predictors of higher achievement. High-quality after-school programs that are coordinated with the school’s academic program have been found to result in meaningful positive effects on academic outcomes and significant improvements in educationally relevant attitudes and behaviors. Students from high-poverty backgrounds who do not take part in summer programs lose skills, particularly in mathematics, and this summer learning loss is cumulative, adding significantly to achievement gaps. Worse still, decisions by states and districts to shorten the school year or day as a part of budget cuts fly in the face of excellence and equity.

Although for the past decade, the 21st Century Community Learning Center program, now part of the ESEA, has provided substantial support for after-school, summer and extended-day programs, there is a substantial unmet demand for these programs. In 2012 alone, more than $1.2 billion in competitive grants was awarded under this program; this was still less than half of the $2.5 billion that Congress has authorized for the program in recent years.

One approach that could help address this challenge is to fully fund the 21st Century Community Learning Center program, on a sustained basis, as an incentive program to encourage states to include sustained funding for qualified extended-learning-opportunity programs for low-income students in their state funding systems. A qualified program, for example, might provide the following—

• High-quality after-school and extended-day programs that operate for at least three hours per day, five days a week, and high-quality summer and vacation programs that operate for at least eight hours per day for six to eight weeks.

• Program content that includes cultural, athletic, academic, civic, community service and other enrichment activities.

• Appropriate programs and services for English-language learners and for students with disabilities.

• An adequate staff composed of appropriately qualified, trained, compensated and caring adults.

• Adequate facilities, and sufficient equipment and enough instructional supplies and

• Safe and accessible transportation.

At-Risk Student Populations
Schools’ very first priority for all students should be to make every effort to keep them in school and progressing toward high school graduation. In concert with the points that are made in the sections on parent engagement, health and social services, and extended learning opportunities, the commission recommends the following—

• Federal and state governments should work together to develop and fund effective programs that increase the chances that at-risk students will graduate.

• States, in developing their finance formulas, should support implementation of dropout-prevention programs and high-quality alternative education to provide appropriate educational settings for those students who have not been successful in traditional learning environments.
Extending Learning Time in Massachusetts

In the fall of 2006, Massachusetts began an innovative program to ensure students’ learning needs were met. Expanded Learning Time (ELT) started with 10 public schools opening their doors to a dramatically expanded school day—nearly 5,000 students were given approximately two extra hours per day to learn. These schools redesigned their school day from the ground up, adding time for core academics, enrichment courses, and teacher planning and professional development.

Today, 19 public schools, serving 10,500 students in nine districts, have taken the important step of expanding the school schedule for every student to improve academic performance and reintroduce students to enrichment programs that have too often been stripped from the school day.

Funded by the state and overseen by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, ELT schools, having competed for state dollars, receive $1,300 per pupil to implement their expanded learning time plan. Additionally, the program has negotiated agreements with teachers’ unions to increase pay for the additional hours and work.94

On December 3, 2012, Massachusetts, along with four other states, the Ford Foundation, and the National Center on Time & Learning (NCTL), announced the TIME (Time for Innovation Matters in Education) Collaborative, an initiative to further the development of high-quality and sustainable expanded-learning-time schools.95

- States should be encouraged to reform their rules pertaining to school discipline, where appropriate, to ensure local districts and charter schools provide preventive services in the first instance; if formal discipline is necessary, afford students and their families ample due process; and require high-quality alternative education for any student expelled or removed from a traditional school setting.96

- Local school boards should ensure that enrollment and assignment policies promote equity. When considering how to reassign groups of students within a district when a school is closed, for example, school boards should ensure that schools receiving new students have the capacity to meet the educational needs of those students.

- Schools should champion effective dropout-prevention programs, targeting at-risk students.
V. Governance and Accountability to Improve Equity and Excellence

Government at every level should implement a multi-year strategy for advancing national equity and excellence goals using a combination of incentives and enforcement. The federal government must be clearer about our national expectations for student outcomes, insist on realistic but aggressive state plans to meet them, allocate resources to level the playing field across states and districts, and require that states implement those plans well.

Our system of education governance—the how, by whom and for whom of policymaking and accountability—is often complex, convoluted and outdated. Although the U.S. approach to education governance allows for a measure of flexibility and experimentation through local control, many aspects of the system were designed for 19th- and mid-20th-century needs and circumstances. Our accountability mechanisms, moreover, emphasize compliance with bureaucratic rules rather than meeting meaningful goals for excellence and equity. These two factors contribute to the pernicious gap between what we want for our children and what we provide for them. The closure of this gap must drive our decisions about education from the Capitol to the classroom and shape the design of our systems of accountability.

Governing for Equity

We need a system in which the values of fairness and inclusion inform the roles of each level of government and in which research and sound educational judgments, rather than custom, drive reform. Educators, bolstered by a strong program of educational research, must be free to responsibly innovate to boost student learning. Our evolving vision for governance should include clear guidelines regarding the roles and responsibilities of all players, as we discussed in section II of this report, Teaching, Leading and Learning Opportunities.

Together, states and local districts plan and operate schools. This allows innovation to flourish and states and communities to do what is best for their unique circumstances. Nonetheless, because our students’ educational achievement has national consequences, both economically and socially, the federal government must play a leadership role in helping states and districts in this task. In addition, our patchwork system of local, regional, state and federal bureaucracies has struggled to set clear student achievement goals, establish clear lines of responsibility and allocate funding fairly or equitably. The current system, in which policy and resource decisions are made across 15,000 local school boards, 50 state legislatures and state education agencies, plus three branches of the federal government, is not serving national goals of equity and excellence and is not meeting the needs of far too many children in too many communities.

Historically, our approach to local control has often made it difficult to achieve funding adequacy and educational equity. Local authority will inevitably remain substantial, but it should operate within a clearer, stronger framework that aligns local decisions with state policies and with national commitments to equity and excellence.

To ensure that every child receives what he or she needs to succeed in school, we require a systemic means of cutting through the red tape that ties up funding streams and personnel. Governance reforms must ensure coordination and cooperation across federal, state and local agencies. This alignment is critical, for example, when it comes to providing health care and social services to students in our schools. The recent example of governors collaborating to create the Common Core State Standards is instructive as a collaborative cross-governmental model.

The Federal Role

For the past 60 years, from the dismantling of Jim Crow school segregation to the competitive incentive grants of today, the federal role in education has developed steadily. In this era, the main federal focus has been on addressing inequities of opportunity. For a number of reasons, including local control and resource considerations, this familiar federal concern has not produced acceptable results in student outcomes. In addition to providing inadequate supports for states and districts and too few incentives or rewards, the federal government has also imposed ineffective sanctions on states and districts for their failure to realize the equity and excellence commitments that routinely are a condition of federal funding.

Although a stronger equity framework for education governance can be shaped today using existing federal statutes and regulations, political will and enforcement budgets have for
decades been insufficient to the task. Government at every level should implement a multiyear strategy for advancing national equity and excellence goals using a combination of incentives and enforcement. In particular, the federal government should minimize the volatility of education spending and provide a stable funding mechanism that can consistently meet the educational needs of low-income students. This can be done by creating a federal loan program for states that are prioritizing—and sustaining—funding streams for low-income students, even during economic downturns.

Working with the governors and other stakeholders,97 the federal government must be clearer about our national expectations for student outcomes; insist on realistic but aggressive state plans to meet them; allocate resources to level the playing field across states, districts and schools; and require that states implement those plans well. Although controversial, this is the clearest and most certain way to move beyond inspiring rhetoric and hollow promises to focus the nation on where we must go and chart our progress getting there.

Effective governance means sound policy choices, which require widely disseminated and readily available data, research, experimentation and evaluation. The federal government obviously has primary responsibility, but it does far too little given the urgent challenges. For these reasons, the commission recommends that the federal government do the following—

• Develop policies that give states and school districts incentives to pursue legal and feasible means to promote racially and socioeconomically diverse schools. Because racially diverse schools can be a benefit to all enrolled students and can help students prepare to live and work productively in a diverse society, the federal government should also continue to support racial diversity as part of a broader equity agenda.

• Along with states, provide assistance to districts and schools that are becoming more diverse, and help districts champion and benefit from that diversity.

• Develop a national research and development strategy that includes advancing education technology; identifying the most effective and efficient place-based practices; improving dramatically the dissemination of research and promising practices across states and districts; the effective use of applied and programmatic research on learning and instructional strategies; advancing assessments of student achievement and instructional practices; effective teacher preparation and continuing professional development; education administration; and international comparisons.

State and Local Governance

Legally speaking, local units of government, including school districts, are entirely creations of the state, controlled by state statutes and constitutions. School districts take many forms, with tremendous variance in size and structure. Twenty six states have fewer enrolled students than the Los Angeles Unified School District;98 other districts have only one or two schools serving remote rural communities.

The states are ultimately responsible for school districts that are too small and inefficient, chronically underperforming or mismanaged. States, however, can advance the interests of equity and excellence far beyond intervention in troubled districts. These measures are detailed elsewhere in this report. A critical first step in realizing these recommendations is the creation of far greater capacity at the state level.99 This means building expertise with research-based best practices in all relevant fields, increasing access to training and extraordinary funding where needed and using professional development funds to strengthen school leadership. Increased state capacity goes hand-in-hand with greater state responsibility for the more ambitious goals we propose.

On a local level, school boards are, at least theoretically, positioned to offer democratically elected representation with the added advantages of expertise and nonpartisanship. However, in some communities the existence of locally elected boards has not ensured that all relevant interests are represented sufficiently. In practice, single-issue governing structures like school boards may actually hinder political accountability because the decision-makers on those boards may not be fully representative of the parents of schoolchildren—particularly the neediest children—in the district.

Direct mayoral control of schools is also no panacea. Although in some places mayoral control appears to have made an important difference and focused public accountability, in other places, mayoral politics or indifference would have stymied reforms that were ultimately carried out by school boards and able superintendents.

Such local difficulties in governance are also, ultimately, the responsibility of the states. States not only have the responsibility
to provide equitable funding, but they also have an affirmative
obligation to ensure that funding reaches students in the classroom
to enable them to achieve rigorous academic standards. To satisfy
this obligation, the commission recommends that states—

- Develop mechanisms—along with increased organizational
capacity and expertise—to intervene when districts and schools
are in fiscal crisis or when they chronically and consistently fail
to provide quality educational resources to ensure students
graduate from high school ready for college and careers. These
interventions—which should include providing high-quality
technical assistance, necessary resources, and supports and
direction to ensure equity and excellence—may also include
such measures as directing the reallocation of resources within
budgets, requiring the restructuring of curriculum, directing
implementation of effective programs, requiring changes in
enrollment policies, assuming direct governance responsibility
and establishing high-quality, alternative public school choice
options (within or across districts).
- Establish a process for replacing chronically ineffective
school boards with oversight boards or special masters when
weak governance is clearly contributing to a district’s persistent
underperformance. States can also improve political
accountability at the local level, by, for example, requiring
that school board elections be held at the same time as general
elections. This will be especially helpful in districts with
chronically low voter participation in school board elections.

Regionalization. Regionalization—whether it is the sharing of
administrative and other costs and capacities among districts,
the creation of larger districts or the effective use of technology—
may allow districts to provide educational services in a more
cost-effective and efficient manner and allow them to invest their
limited resources in improved teaching and learning opportunities.
Regionalization, particularly at the secondary level, may also
allow districts to improve educational programming by providing
advanced coursework, opportunities in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, and enhanced electives necessary
for college and career readiness.

Regionalization can broaden districts’ tax bases and
support funding equity, leading to higher student achievement.
Montgomery County, Maryland—a wealthy Washington,
D.C., suburb with pockets of poverty—is a good example.
Regionalization can also lead to greater opportunities for
interdistrict enrollment and school choice. Such changes mean
impassioned debates, but our traditional localism remains so
strong that it is now, on balance, an obstacle to efficient, equitable,
xcellent education.

Charters and Choice. Because charter schools are an important
and growing part of our public school system, it is incumbent on
the states to monitor performance and to figure out ways to ensure
good outcomes—in both traditional and charter schools.
From the first charter schools in Minnesota in 1991, 4 percent

A Perspective on Governance from Indian Country

In the United States, tribal governments are sovereigns that
have a direct government-to-government relationship with the
federal government and states. This principle, enshrined in the
Constitution, ensures that any decisions made affecting tribes,
with regard to their property and citizens, must be made with
tribal participation and consent. Thus, determining the best
educational opportunities for American Indian and Alaska Native
students must include direct involvement from tribes and their
communities.

Today, approximately 93 percent of Native children are enrolled
in public schools, both urban and rural. The remaining 7 percent
attend schools within the Bureau of Indian Education (BIE)
system. Regardless of where they attend school, Native
students frequently do not receive an education steeped in
their language or culture. They are also very unlikely to receive
instruction in an appropriate classroom or school climate.

Tribes, Native parents and communities are best suited to
influence these critical factors for academic success. Thus,
creating an educational system that honors local, tribal control
over the education of our citizens is essential.

of all students now attend more than 6,000 charter schools.
Charter schools are quite varied in their mission, operations and
performance. They are all public schools that receive varying
funding from state, local, federal and philanthropic sources. The
underlying concept is that they may offer an alternative to the local
school district and that they depend upon sufficient enrollment
to meet their expenses. In most states, they must have open
enrollment and be nonselective, relying on admission lotteries
when oversubscribed.

Supporters note four potential benefits to charter schools. First,
they are generally expected to promote innovation, since they are
authorized to adopt approaches to curriculum, hiring patterns and
other matters that are different from the practices of public schools
in their district. This innovation in some cases has also extended
to the use of technology, the flexible staffing of schools and an
emphasis on non-cognitive aspects of their training. Second,
they are intended to offer some amount of choice to parents and
students over the school they attend. Third, they are intended to
offer competition for the traditional public schools and provide
an incentive to the traditional schools to improve. Fourth, they
are proposed as a potential educational reform for underserved
students and communities. While charter schools are likely to
remain part of the educational landscape, they remain controversial
in many ways. Additionally, each of the 44 states with charters
have different policy regimes and regulatory requirements and have
had varying success with the charter sector.

Charter schools have had their clearest overall success in
providing choice to parts of the population that have not found
choosing school easy or feasible. In particular, while some families
exercise considerable choice over the schools their children attend
through residential location decisions, many others, particularly
those facing financial constraints, have limited options. We have
seen that charter schools disproportionately serve low-income communities and communities of color—two groups that have had more limited alternative choice mechanisms.

The largest area of controversy about charter schools remains their impact on student performance.\textsuperscript{101} Even while it is very difficult to make generalizations across states and districts, it is becoming increasingly clear that there are wide differences in performance across charters and across states.\textsuperscript{102} Some of the very best schools, particularly for serving disadvantaged populations, are charter schools. Yet, many charters are providing poorer academic performance than alternative public schools serving the same populations.\textsuperscript{103}

One of the most significant areas of state experimentation in public education over the past two decades has been the authorization of charter schools as an alternative means of governing public schools at the local level. It is important that the federal and state governments undertake research and evaluation in this area to understand better the effects of charters on equity and access under different policies and in different contexts.

**Rethinking and Redesigning Accountability**

Since desegregation, federal power has been a lever to promote equity in resources, that is, inputs. But there have always been serious flaws. For example, the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) sought to ensure that students were taught by “highly qualified teachers,” but many districts have made little or no progress in increasing low-income students’ access to highly qualified teachers. Most states have increased oversight and management of school districts and schools, required partly by federal law and partly by their own laws, but these efforts have a disappointingly mixed record. Our current approach has produced a great amount of data, and a greatly increased number of regulations, but an insufficient amount of overall progress.

It is time to rethink what accountability entails and how it is designed and implemented to promote not just excellence, but also equity. The next generation of accountability systems must be smart, fair and transparent so that educational opportunities and outcomes improve.

A complete system will focus in a coordinated way on resources and outcomes stretching from early childhood programs all the way to high school graduation and readiness for college or career. Tests and other assessment tools should reflect the best psychometric science and the important abilities students need to master—including writing, complex problem-solving, research and inquiry. As in other high-achieving nations, this requires government investment, not just business opportunities for test publishers. Good assessment policies don’t come automatically. Just with respect to students, for example, we need multiple broad measures of student outcomes for all students and student subgroups, including achievement and achievement growth; attendance rates; graduation rates; participation and performance in advanced courses; college- and career-readiness rates; and preparation for citizenship.

A complete system will also take into account the engagement and involvement of parents and guardians in the education of their children. Federal and state officials should also act to improve meaningful parent engagement. In communities with low levels of parental participation or low performance on a “parent engagement index,” districts should be required to fully inform parents and guardians and engage them in school decisions, including in plans to improve educational outcomes and provide equitable access to needed inputs.

We need comparable care in designing accountability for teachers, principals, school boards and states. Why? Because accountability systems must also measure how well schools, districts and states support the success of students with resources such as equitable funding; the quality, distribution and performance of teachers and principals; the availability of high-quality instructional materials; access to rigorous courses and curricula necessary to meet high standards; enrichment opportunities; adequate facilities; and fair discipline practices.

Of course, consequences can’t be based on a snapshot. We should expect a continuous improvement model in which schools, districts and states evaluate performance over time—retaining programs and policies that are shown to be effective in bringing about equity and excellence and discarding those that do not. Where underperformance is chronic, affirmative steps must be taken, including by the federal government, to ensure that students are being well supported.

While we disagree on some details of design, we do agree that a redesigned system should meet these criteria—

- Accountability for equity and excellence should focus on opportunities and resources, as well as on student outcomes,\textsuperscript{104} with the relative emphasis depending on the target of the accountability.
- Actors at every level should be empowered and held responsible according to their role, from students and teachers all the way up to state and federal policymakers.
- Accountability should use multiple broad measures that fairly reflect the decisions or performance of students, educators, schools and systems; the system requires effective, comprehensive data systems.
- Accountability systems should focus attention on students at all achievement levels—not just the bottom—so that policies raise the roof as well as the floor.
- Accountability systems should foster collaboration among all parties responsible for student learning.
- Accountability must mean both supports and consequences: a mix of incentives and interventions that generate action to improve equity and excellence.
• Accountability systems must focus attention and action on subgroups of students that have not been served well by schools.
• Accountability systems should reflect pragmatic, non-ideological assumptions about how individuals and bureaucracies respond to incentives based on markets, politics, information disclosure, professionalism or public participation.
• Accountability should not be rendered ineffective because of lackadaisical, underfunded or politically timid oversight.
• The system must provide, at all levels of government, clear and usable information for the public.
Conclusion

In America, we believe that fate is not fixed by the circumstances of birth. The surest guarantor of this ideal is educational opportunity — the birthright of each and every child. For so many children today, and many more to come, these American values are made hollow by our failure to ensure equity and excellence throughout our system of public education. For each child, only health and the love of family are more important. Our nation as a whole faces few challenges so critical or so fundamental; the achievement gaps we have described weaken the country internationally, economically and morally.

We have offered an interrelated set of recommendations based on research and experience. We have looked beyond near-term political and budget calculations to propose a direction forward that we hope, respectfully, can help guide reformers over the next several years, whether they work in the nation’s capital, statehouses, school board rooms or classrooms. If we can agree on the basic strategy — the right direction to reach our goals — then we will be able to combine and focus the energies of teachers, their unions, business leaders and parents.

States and local districts will, as always, share the primary authority for delivering education, but the federal government must take more seriously its profoundly important responsibility to assist and encourage states and districts, and, if necessary, ameliorate resulting inequities. For this reason, the commission believes that our shared national goals may require a stronger federal role in governance and accountability within the general framework of a partnership with states, districts and schools. School-level professionals must also have a voice.

Policy details are important, but moral and political determination are vital. We must avoid a future that continues to consign millions of poor children to inadequate schools lacking the great teachers and principals they need. We hope to kindle a sense of urgency that is both passionate and compassionate, keeping our eyes on the prize, instead of distracting ourselves in searches for villains and celebrations of heroes.

In the minds of our citizens and immigrants, and in the imagination of billions worldwide, the United States is built on the principle of great and equal opportunities. Facing enormous demographic change and international competition, the urgent task is to remake our education system to meet the demands of justice and the tests of competition. Americans need only recommit ourselves to the values that stir our hearts and inspire the world.
A Report to the Secretary
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OFFICIAL DESIGNATION AND AUTHORITY
The Equity and Excellence Commission (Commission) is established by the Secretary of Education. The Commission is governed by the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) (5 U.S.C. App.).
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Appendix B: Commissioner Roster and Biographies

Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar **Commission Co-Chair:** Mariano-Florentino (Tino) Cuéllar is the Stanley Morrison Professor of Law and co-director of the interdisciplinary Center for International Security and Cooperation at Stanford University. His teaching and research focus on administrative law, executive power and how organizations manage public health and safety, migration and citizenship, and security problems. He serves on the board of directors of the Constitution Project, a bipartisan initiative to improve the public’s understanding of important constitutional issues. He has served in the Clinton and Obama administrations and is a member of the Council of the Administrative Conference of the United States.

Christopher Edley **Commission Co-Chair:** Chris Edley has been dean of University of California, Berkeley Law School since 2004 and is also senior policy adviser to the university president. He was co-founder of two multidisciplinary think tanks: the Civil Rights Project at Harvard, where he taught law for 23 years; and Berkeley’s Chief Justice Warren Institute on Race, Ethnicity and Diversity. Edley held White House policy positions under Presidents Carter and Clinton and was on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

Russlynn Ali: **Served as Ex-Officio from February 2, 2011, through November 30, 2012; Served as Commissioner from January 14, 2013, through the end of the Commission.** Russlynn Ali works with the Emerson Collective, LLC. She served as the assistant secretary for civil rights at the U.S. Department of Education from March of 2009 through November 2012. As assistant secretary, Ali was Secretary Duncan’s primary adviser on civil rights and responsible for enforcing U.S. civil rights laws as they pertain to education—ensuring that the nation’s schools, colleges and universities receiving federal funding do not engage in discriminatory conduct related to race, sex, disability or age. Until her appointment to the Department of Education, Ali had been a vice president of the Education Trust in Washington, D.C., and the founding executive director of the Education Trust–West in Oakland, California, since 2001. In those positions, she developed and implemented a long-range strategy to close achievement gaps among public school students in California; worked with school districts to improve curriculum and instructional quality at high-poverty and high-minority public schools; and designed, field-tested and implemented comprehensive audit tools that examined inequities in schools and districts.

Cynthia Brown: Cindy Brown is the vice president for education policy for the Center for American Progress in Washington, D.C. Prior to joining the Center for American Progress, she was appointed by President Carter as the first assistant secretary for civil rights in the U.S. Department of Education and has worked for the Council of Chief State School Officers as director of its Resource Center on Educational Equity, the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and the Children’s Defense Fund.

Mike Casserly: Mike Casserly has served as the executive director of the Council of Great City Schools, the nation’s primary coalition of large urban public school systems, since January 1992. Prior to assuming this position, he served as the organization’s director of legislation and research for 15 years.

Linda Darling-Hammond: Linda Darling-Hammond is the Charles E. Ducommun Professor of Education at Stanford University, where she has launched the Stanford Center for Opportunity Policy in Education and the School Redesign Network and served as faculty sponsor for the Stanford Teacher Education Program. She is a former president of the American Educational Research Association and member of the National Academy of Education. Her research, teaching and policy work focus on issues of school restructuring, teacher quality and educational equity.

Reed Hastings: **Served as Commissioner and Co-Chair from February 2011 through August 2011:** Reed Hastings co-founded Netflix as a DVD rental by mail company in 1997. Reed is an active educational philanthropist and board member of many nonprofits. In addition, he was president of the California State Board of Education from 2000 to 2004. He has led successful statewide political campaigns for more charter public schools and easier passage of local school bonds.

Sandra Dungee Glenn: Sandra Dungee Glenn is the president and chief executive officer of the American Cities Foundation. In 2001, she Sandra Dungee Glenn was appointed to the Board of Education for the School District of Philadelphia, and she served from 2002 to 2007 as a commissioner on the School Reform Commission (SRC), the governing body of the School District of Philadelphia. In September 2007, Pennsylvania Governor Edward Rendell appointed her to the position of chairwoman of the SRC. In 2009, Governor Rendell appointed her to the Pennsylvania State Board of Education.
Eric Hanushek: Rick Hanushek is the Paul and Jean Hanna Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution of Stanford University. He has been a leader in the development of economic analysis of educational issues, and his work on efficiency, resource usage and economic outcomes of schools has frequently entered into the design of both national and international educational policy. His research spans such diverse areas as the impacts of teacher quality, high-stakes accountability and class-size reduction on achievement along with the role of cognitive skills in international growth and development.

Karen Hawley Miles: Karen Hawley Miles is executive director and founder of Education Resource Strategies, a nonprofit organization in Boston, Massachusetts, that specializes in strategic planning, organization and resource allocation in urban public school districts. Her work aims to help states, districts and schools rethink resource allocation and empower principals to create great schools and redirect resources to promote excellent teaching, individual attention for children and productive instructional time.

Kati Haycock: Kati Haycock is currently serving as the president of the Education Trust. She previously served as executive vice president of the Children's Defense Fund, the nation's largest child-advocacy organization. A native Californian, Haycock founded and served as president of the Achievement Council, a statewide organization that helps teachers and principals in predominantly minority schools improve student achievement.

Ben Jealous: Ben Jealous is the 17th president and chief executive officer of the NAACP and the youngest person to hold the position in the organization’s nearly 100-year history. During his career, he has served as president of the Rosenberg Foundation, director of the U.S. Human Rights Program at Amnesty International and executive director of the National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA), a federation of more than 200 African American community newspapers.

John King: John King is the commissioner of education and president of the University of the State of New York. He is the co-founder of Roxbury Preparatory Charter School in Massachusetts and was a managing director of the Uncommon Schools, a nonprofit charter management organization.

Ralph Martire: Ralph Martire is executive director of the Center for Tax and Budget Accountability. Martire teaches a master’s-level class on education finance and fiscal policy for the University of Illinois and Roosevelt University. He has received numerous awards for his work on education policy reform, including the 2007 Champion of Freedom Award, presented by the Rainbow PUSH Coalition to individuals whose professional work embodies Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s commitment to equal educational opportunities.

Matt Miller: Matt Miller is a columnist for the Washington Post, a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress and the host of Left, Right & Center, public radio’s popular political week-in-review program. A former Clinton White House aide, Miller is also the author of The 2 Percent Solution (2003) and The Tyranny of Dead Ideas (2009), books that in part addressed issues of educational inequity. He consults to corporations and nonprofits on issues of strategy, policy and communications. Miller also serves on the board of the Partnership for Los Angeles Schools.

Marc Morial: As president of the National Urban League since 2003, Marc Morial has been the primary catalyst for an era of change—a transformation for the 100-year-old civil rights organization. His energetic and skilled leadership has expanded the League’s work around an empowerment agenda, which is redefining civil rights in the 21st century with a renewed emphasis on closing the economic gaps between whites and African Americans as well as rich and poor Americans.

Michael Rebell: Michael Rebell is a professor and executive director of The Campaign for Educational Equity, at Teachers College, Columbia University. He is also an adjunct professor of law at Columbia Law School. Previously, he was counsel for plaintiffs in Campaign for Fiscal Equity v. State of New York.

Ahniwake Rose: Ahniwake Rose (Cherokee) is the executive director of the National Indian Education Association. She also served as a policy analyst for the National Congress of American Indians. Leading the human resources legislative team, Rose’s position at NCAI encompasses addressing and leading national policy initiatives that serve to empower Tribes and Indian communities to improve their overall health and well-being. Rose’s portfolio includes health, education, nutrition and child welfare. Prior to joining NCAI, she worked for the Department of Education as a consultant implementing Presidential Executive Order 13336, providing culturally appropriate education to Indian students through the No Child Left Behind Act.
Jesse Ruiz: Jesse Ruiz is a corporate and securities partner in the law firm of Drinker, Biddle & Reath LLP. From 2004 until 2011, he served as chairman of the Illinois State Board of Education, which oversees the operation of the state’s school system for 2.1 million students in grades pre-K-12 and administers an $11.1 billion annual budget. In 2011, Mayor Rahm Emanuel appointed him as the vice president of the Chicago Board of Education—the third-largest school district in the nation. He also formerly served on the National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) Government Affairs Committee and the National Association of Latino Elected/Appointed Officials (NALEO) Education Task Force. He now serves on the board of directors of the Illinois Association of School Boards, on the Illinois Council on Re-enrolling Students Who Have Dropped Out of School and on the City of Chicago Early Learning Executive Council.

Jim Ryan: Jim Ryan joined the faculty of the University of Virginia’s School of Law in 1998 after completing a two-year public interest fellowship in Newark, New Jersey. His scholarship focuses primarily on law and educational opportunity, and he has written a book on the topic, published by Oxford University Press, titled *Five Miles Away, A World Apart*. He has published numerous articles on school finance, school desegregation, school choice, school governance, a right to preschool and the No Child Left Behind Act, which have appeared in the leading law journals in the country.

Thomas Saenz: Thomas A. Saenz is the president and general counsel of MALDEF (Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund), a national civil rights legal organization. Previously, as counsel to Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, Saenz helped to lead the legislative effort to change the governance of the Los Angeles Unified School District. As a MALDEF attorney, Saenz was involved as lead counsel in several lawsuits related to educational equity and access in California. For 11 years, he has been a member of the appointed Los Angeles County Board of Education.

David Sciarra: David Sciarra is the executive director of the Education Law Center (ELC) in Newark, New Jersey. ELC works to improve educational opportunities and outcomes for low-income students, students of color and students with special needs through policy initiatives, action research, public engagement and, when necessary, legal action.

Robert Teranishi: Robert Teranishi is an associate professor of higher education at New York University and co-director for the Institute for Globalization and Education. Teranishi’s research is broadly focused on race, ethnicity and the stratification of college opportunity. His work has been influential to federal, state and institution policy related to college access and affordability.

Jacquelyn Thompson: Jacquelyn Thompson is the recently retired director of the Office of Special Education and Early Intervention Services at the Michigan Department of Education. She is a past president of the National Association of State Directors of Special Education as well as a former coordinator of the Michigan Education Policy Fellowship Program.

José Torres: José Torres is the superintendent of School District U-46 in Elgin, Illinois. Previously, Torres served as area instructional officer in Chicago Public Schools, a district with 675 schools and more than 430,000 students. Torres has also served as assistant superintendent of student support services for Anne Arundel County Public Schools in Maryland.

Dennis Van Roekel: Dennis Van Roekel, a 23-year teaching veteran, is the president of the National Education Association, the nation’s largest labor union and advocate for quality public schools. He has served two terms as NEA vice president and NEA secretary-treasurer, and he has held key positions in all levels of the association, including Arizona Education Association president and Paradise Valley Education Association president. His accomplishments include dramatic increases in membership among teachers and education support professionals while president of the Arizona Education Association and a notable rise in voluntary political action committee contributions during his term.

Randi Weingarten: Randi Weingarten is president of the 1.5 million–member American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, which represents teachers; paraprofessionals and school-related personnel; higher education faculty and staff; nurses and other health-care professionals; local, state and federal employees; and early childhood educators. She was elected in July 2008, following 11 years of service as an AFT vice president.
Doris Williams: Doris Terry Williams is executive director of the Rural School and Community Trust. Williams guides the organization’s work with a network that has numbered more than 700 rural schools and communities in 35 states, connecting student work to local community development needs; strengthening the capacity of rural people to advocate for quality public education; and improving the climate for teaching and learning in rural places. Williams has more than 35 years of experience as an educator and education policymaker and was previously assistant dean and associate professor in the School of Education at North Carolina Central University.

Ex Officio Members

Robert Gordon: Robert Gordon is the associate director for education, income maintenance and labor at the Office of Management and Budget within the White House (soon to be named the executive associate director of OMB). In that role, he helped shepherd through the president’s education reforms and, along the way, instituted reform that helps make sure that those funds are being used in the most effective way and with measurable outcomes. Previously, Gordon was a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, where he focused on education and domestic policy. He has clerked for Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, worked as a staffer in the U.S. Senate, run domestic policy in two presidential campaigns and helped overhaul the multibillion-dollar school budgeting system in his home town of New York City.

Martha Kanter: Martha J. Kanter is the undersecretary of education. In this position, she reports to Secretary of Education Arne Duncan and oversees policies, programs and activities related to postsecondary education, vocational and adult education, and federal student aid. From 2003 to 2009, Kanter served as chancellor of the Foothill–De Anza Community College District, one of the largest community college districts in the nation, serving more than 45,000 students with a budget of approximately $400 million. In 1993, she was named president of De Anza College and served in this position until becoming chancellor. Kanter has served as a board member or officer in a wide variety of national, state and local organizations, including the League for Innovation in the Community College, the Community College League of California, Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network, Peninsula Open Space Trust, the Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley, the Mexican Heritage Corporation, the Rotary Club of Palo Alto and the California Association of Postsecondary Educators of the Disabled.

Carmel Martin: Carmel Martin is the assistant secretary for planning, evaluation and policy development at the Department of Education. In this position, she serves as a senior adviser to Secretary Arne Duncan on K-12 and postsecondary education policy and oversees the Office of Planning, Evaluation and Policy Development (OPEPD), which coordinates policy and budget activities with the department’s principal offices as well as with the Office of Management and Budget, the House and Senate education committees and state education agencies. OPEPD is home to the Education Department’s Budget Service, the Performance Information Management Service, the Policy and Program Studies Service, the Office of Educational Technology and the Family Policy Compliance Office, which works to protect student privacy. Prior to coming to the department, Martin served as general counsel and chief education adviser to Senator Edward Kennedy for his work on the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee. She previously worked at the Center for American Progress as the associate director for domestic policy and in the Senate as chief counsel and senior policy adviser to Senator Jeff Bingaman and special counsel to Senator Tom Daschle.

Tony Miller: Anthony Wilder Miller is the deputy secretary of education, the chief operating officer of the Education Department. Prior to joining the department, Miller had been an operating partner since 2007 with Silver Lake, a leading private investment firm with more than $15 billion in capital. From 2003 to 2006, Miller was executive vice president of operations with LRN Corporation, a market-leading provider of governance and compliance software, and legal research services. In addition to his private-sector operating experience, Miller worked extensively with the Los Angeles Unified School District from 1997 to 2000, developing student achievement goals and strategies, aligning budgets and operating plans, and designing metrics and processes for monitoring districtwide performance. Through his service as an ex officio member of the Board of Education of the City of Los Angeles’s Budget and Finance Committee in 2002 and 2003, Miller became particularly familiar with school district budget issues.

Roberto Rodriguez: Roberto J. Rodríguez serves in the White House Domestic Policy Council as special assistant to President Obama for education. Previously, Rodríguez was chief education counsel to Senator Edward M. Kennedy, chairman of the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee. In this capacity, he managed the Democratic education agenda for the committee and led policy development and strategy for legislation addressing early childhood education, elementary and secondary education, higher education and adult education. Rodríguez began his tenure on Capitol Hill working for the Senate HELP Committee on the development of the No Child Left Behind Act. He has worked on various reauthorizations of federal legislation, including the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, Head Start, Child Care, Higher Education and the America COMPETES Act.
Joanne Weiss: Joanne Weiss is chief of staff to the U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan. She joined the department in 2009 to serve as senior adviser to the secretary and director of the Race to the Top Fund. In this capacity, she led the department’s $4.35 billion Race to the Top program, designed to encourage and reward states making systemwide, comprehensive and coherent education reforms. Prior to joining the administration, she was partner and chief operating officer at NewSchools Venture Fund, a venture philanthropy firm working to transform public education by supporting education entrepreneurs and connecting their work to systemic change. At NewSchools, Weiss focused on investments and management assistance for a variety of charter management organizations, human capital solutions providers and academic tools and systems designers; in addition, she oversaw the organization’s operations. Prior to her work at NewSchools, she was chief executive officer of Claria Corporation, an e-services recruiting firm that helped emerging-growth companies build their teams quickly and well. She previously spent 20 years in the design, development and marketing of technology-based products and services for education. She was co-founder, chief executive officer and, before that, vice president of products and technologies at Academic Systems, a company that helped underprepared college students succeed in mathematics and writing. Weiss also served as executive vice president of business operations at Wasatch Education Systems, where she led product development, customer service and operations for this K-12 educational technology company. She began her career as vice president of education research and development at Wicat Systems, where she was responsible for the development of nearly 100 multimedia curriculum and assessment products for K-12 schools. Weiss has a passion for education and has spent much of her career pioneering innovative work to increase the effectiveness of teaching and learning processes. She holds a degree in biochemistry from Princeton University.
Appendix C: Compendium Materials List

To further underscore some of the dialogue and ideas discussed by this commission in the body of this report, many commissioners chose to submit independently authored materials for the following compendium. These papers have been written by various commissioners, and they do not represent the viewpoints of, nor are they endorsed by, commissioners other than the author(s). These papers are not formal recommendations, and they do not represent the views of the Department of Education. The compendium materials can be downloaded at: http://www2.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/list/ee/index.html

- **Cost Effectiveness in Special Education**
  - By Michael A. Rebell and Jacquelyn Thompson

- **Early Learning as a Path to Equity: The Case of New Jersey**
  - By Linda Darling-Hammond, Sandra Dungee Glenn, Ralph Martire, Marc Morial, Michael A. Rebell, David G. Sciarra, Randi Weingarten and Dennis Van Roekel

- **To Ensure Every American Child Receives a High Quality Education, the Federal Government Must Significantly Enhance Its Investment in Public Schools**
  - By Linda Darling-Hammond, Sandra Dungee Glenn, Ralph Martire, Marc Morial, Michael A. Rebell, Jesse Ruiz and David G. Sciarra,

- **The Fair Funding Challenge: Ensuring a Meaningful Educational Opportunity for All Students**
  - By Linda Darling-Hammond, Sandra Dungee Glenn, Ralph Martire, Marc Morial, Michael A. Rebell, Jim Ryan, David G. Sciarra, Randi Weingarten and Dennis Van Roekel

- **Funding Effective School Reform: The Case of Massachusetts**
  - By Linda Darling-Hammond, Sandra Dungee Glenn, Marc Morial, Randi Weingarten and Dennis Van Roekel

- **Lessons Learned from IDEA**
  - By Jacquelyn J. Thompson

- **One Vision, Seven Strategies**
  - By Karen Hawley Miles

- **Recommendation Regarding English Language Learners**
  - By José M. Torres

- **Reforming Exclusionary School Discipline Policies as a Strategy for Equity and Excellence**
  - By Ben Jealous and Marc Morial

- **Rural Students and Communities**
  - By Doris Williams

- **School-Based Health Clinics**
  - By Michael A. Rebell

- **Statement on Charter Schools**
  - By David G. Sciarra, James E. Ryan, and Randi Weingarten

- **Statement on the Educational Impact of Immigration Status**
  - By Thomas A. Saenz

- **Statement of Matt Miller**
  - By Matt Miller

- **Transforming the Teaching Profession**
  - By Randi Weingarten